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PerÐlhyh

T

a teleutaÐa qrìnia, dedomèna (p.q., ereunhtikèc ergasÐec, biblÐa ktl.) pargontai me kataigistikoÔc rujmoÔc kai gÐnontai diajèsima apì diaforetikèc ki

anexrthtec phgèc plhroforÐac (p.q., biblioj kec panepisthmÐwn

aploÔc qr stec)

katanemhmènec opoud pote ston kìsmo. Ta sust mata omìtimwn kìmbwn (peer-to-

peer) apoteloÔn mia idiaÐtera dhmofil upodom gia thn orgnwsh twn katanemhmènwn
phg¸n (kai twn dedomènwn touc), afoÔ eÐnai eÔkola epektsima gia meglo arijmì
phg¸n, prosarmìsima stic dunamikèc sumperiforèc twn phg¸n kai anektik se ljh.
Sta sust mata aut ènac megloc arijmìc apì autìnomouc kìmbouc diajètei touc
pìrouc tou kai oi kìmboi epikoinwnoÔn metaxÔ touc gia thn antallag dedomènwn
kai uphresi¸n. Sth bibliografÐa, uprqoun pollèc ereunhtikèc ergasÐec pou aforoÔn sthn topologÐa twn diktÔwn omìtimwn kìmbwn, stic dunatìthtec dromolìghshc
erwt sewn pnw apì tètoiou eÐdouc dÐktua, stouc mhqanismoÔc apoj keushc twn
dedomènwn ( twn erwt sewn) kai stouc mhqanismoÔc tairismatoc erwt sewn kai
dedomènwn. Telik, to ereunhtikì endiafèron èqei metatopisteÐ apì ta apl dÐktua
(p.q., Napster, Gnutella) se pio polÔploka basismèna gia pardeigma, se katanemhmènouc pÐnakec katakermatismoÔ(distributed hash tables - DHTs),

se prwtìkolla

mikro-kìsmou (small-world protocols).
Stìqoc twn prwtokìllwn sta dÐktua omìtimwn kìmbwn eÐnai h orgnwsh, h diaqeÐrish ki h ankthsh twn dedomènwn qwrÐc idiaÐterh prospjeia apì touc qr stec tou
sust matoc, me to elqisto kìstoc apì pleurc mhnumtwn kai fìrtou tou diktÔou
kai fusik me thn kalÔterh dunat apìdosh apì pleurc apant sewn ston qr sth.
Ta shmasiologik dÐktua epikluyhc (semantic overlay networks) prosfèroun ènan
trìpo orgnwshc twn diktÔwn omadopoi¸ntac tic phgèc plhroforÐac. Aut h omadopoÐhsh epitugqnetai me prwtìkolla pou ekteloÔntai anexrthta se kje kìmbo tou
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diktÔou me skopì na en¸soun touc kìmbouc pou èqoun koin endiafèronta (p.q., parìmoio perieqìmeno). Se tètoiou eÐdouc organwmèna dÐktua, oi erwt seic stèlnontai
sthn omda phg¸n pou èqei tic perissìterec pijanìthtec na gnwrÐzei thn apnthsh
kai ètsi, h ankthsh twn dedomènwn gÐnetai pio apodotik .
Se aut n thn ergasÐa, parousizoume to iCluster, mia katanemhmènh arqitektonik omìtimwn kìmbwn gia ankthsh dedomènwn, kai orÐzoume prosektik ìla ta prwtìkolla pou dièpoun tic allhlepidrseic twn kìmbwn. Kje kìmboc perigrfei ta
endiafèront tou (peer interests) sto dÐktuo, kai akoloujeÐ ta sugkekrimèna prwtìkolla gia na sundèetai sto dÐktuo (peer join), na brÐskei kìmbouc me koin endiafèronta kai na anane¸nei tic sundèseic tou (peer rewiring), kaj¸c epÐshc gia na
dromologeÐ erwt seic (query routing), na brÐskei kai na epistrèfei apant seic ston
endiaferìmeno qr sth (document retrieval).
H doulei mac estizei sthn ananèwsh twn sundèsewn kai sthn orgnwsh twn
kìmbwn. Meletme ta leitourgik zht mata pou sqetÐzontai me thn ananèwsh twn
sundèsewn metaxÔ twn kìmbwn kai suzhtme mia seir apì epilogèc pou aforoÔn sto
sqediasmì thc strathgik c orgnwshc twn kìmbwn. EpÐshc, proteÐnoume èna nèo
mètro gia thn axiolìghsh thc orgnwshc tou diktÔou, to opoÐo onomzoume poiìthta
omadopoÐhshc (clustering efficiency) κ. QrhsimopoioÔme autì to mètro gia na axiolog soume tic strathgikèc orgnwshc. Katìpin, jewroÔme mia realistik dunamik
sumperifor tou diktÔou (dhl. èna dÐktuo ìpou sumbaÐnoun eisagwgèc kai diagrafèc
kìmbwn kai perieqomènou) kai meletme ton trìpo pou aut h dunamik sumperifor
ephrezei thn orgnwsh twn kìmbwn kai fusik thn ankthsh dedomènwn. Tèloc,
prosarmìzoume thn arqitektonik mac ¸ste, parllhla me thn ankthsh, na uposthrÐzei kai diqush plhroforÐac, kai thn efarmìzoume se èna peribllon katanemhmènwn
yhfiak¸n bibliojhk¸n.
H peiramatik axiolìghsh thc arqitektonik c mac ègine me dÔo pragmatikèc sullogèc keimènwn: (a) mia sullog apì 556.000 keÐmena genikoÔ endiafèrontoc kai (b)
mia sullog apì perÐpou 32.000 iatrik keÐmena. Ta keÐmena aut moirsthkan se
èna sÔnolo apì katanemhmènouc kai anexrthtouc kìmbouc. H arqitektonik iCluster
apodeiknÔetai polÔ pio apodotik se sÔgkrish me (a) mia gnwst apì th bibliografÐa
mèjodo autì-orgnwshc kìmbwn pou uposthrÐzei mhqanismoÔc ankthshc plhrofo-

rÐac kai (b) th mèjodo diqushc erwt sewn sto DiadÐktuo (flooding). Ta prwtìkoll
mac organ¸noun touc kìmbouc tou diktÔou gr gora ki h orgnwsh aut bohjei jeamatik sthn ankthsh twn dedomènwn. H arqitektonik mac apodeiknÔetai apodotik
akìma kai se dunamik dÐktua. Sthn efarmog twn prwtokìllwn sto peribllon
twn katanemhmènwn yhfiak¸n bibliojhk¸n, ta peiramatik apotelèsmata deÐqnoun
qamhlì fìrto mhnumtwn, apodotik ankthsh dedomènwn kai eÔkolh prosarmog
thc arqitektonik c mac se megla dÐktua. Tèloc, ta peiramatik apotelèsmata epibebai¸noun thn exrthsh thc ankthshc twn dedomènwn apì th strathgik orgnwshc
twn kìmbwn, kai mac dÐnoun stoiqeÐa gia thn epilog thc katllhlhc strathgik c
orgnwshc.

Abstract

T

oday’s content providers are naturally distributed and produce large amounts
of information every day, making peer-to-peer data management a promis-

ing approach offering scalability, adaptivity to dynamics and failure resilience. The
management of large volumes of data in peer-to-peer networks has generated additional interest in methods for effective network organisation based on providers’
contents and consequently, in methods supporting information retrieval. Overlay
architectures (or overlay networks) are being introduced as tools for the organisation and sharing of information residing in a network of peers. Moreover, semantic
overlay networks partition the overlay layer by clustering the data sources. This is
achieved through a rewiring protocol that is executed independently by each peer.
The purpose of this protocol is to establish connections among peers being semantically, thematically or socially similar (i.e., peers sharing similar interests). By this,
the problem of finding the most relevant resources is reduced to one of locating the
clusters similar to the query.
In this thesis, we present iCluster, a generic architecture for supporting fullfledged information retrieval in large-scale peer-to-peer networks, along with its
associated organisation and query forwarding protocols. The main focus of this
work is on rewiring. We study the functional issues related to peer rewiring and
discuss a number of choices in designing the rewiring strategy. In addition, we
introduce clustering efficiency κ, a measure that quantifies the quality of network
organisation by exploiting the underlying network structure. Clustering efficiency is
used for evaluating the performance of rewiring. We study the system performance
and identify the rewiring protocol that proves efficient under peer churn. Finally,
we apply our architecture in a digital library use case and support searching and
- xiii -

filtering functionality using the same infrastructure.
The experimental evaluation with real-word data and queries demonstrates that
iCluster achieves significant performance improvements (in terms of communication
load and retrieval accuracy) over a state-of-the-art peer-to-peer clustering method.
Compared to exhaustive search by flooding, iCluster exchanged a small loss in retrieval accuracy for much less message flow. In addition, the proposed distributed
protocols are proven efficient under peer churn, shown to achieve high retrieval accuracy and scale up well for large networks. Our experimental results confirm the
dependence between rewiring strategies and retrieval performance, and give insights
on the trade-offs involved in the selection of a rewiring strategy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

K

nowledge sharing aims at real-time, low overhead and dynamic information
sharing and dissemination within user communities (e.g., members of an

organisation) sharing common interests or goals [AP04]. The introduction of peerto-peer (P2P) paradigm to knowledge sharing in user communities is currently seen
as a promising technology to overcome many challenges. P2P systems offer the potential for low-cost sharing of information, while ensuring autonomy and privacy of
the participating entities [MKL+ 02]. The main idea behind P2P networks is that,
instead of relying on central components, functionality is provided through decentralised overlay architectures. Overlay architectures (or overlay networks) are being
introduced as tools for the organisation and sharing of different aspects of knowledge residing in a network of peers. In overlay networks, information sources are
organised independently of the underlying physical network: “close nodes” might
exist within the same sub-network or across the Internet. Formally, a P2P overlay
network is a directed graph with vertices corresponding to information sources and
edges corresponding to links between nodes (or information sources). Nodes connected with each other are called neighbours. Queries are then, propagated within
the network (searching for information qualifying query criteria) by following the
edges. Gnutella1 and Freenet2 are two well-known systems built upon the idea of
(unstructured) overlay networks. The popularity of these systems has propelled re1
2
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search towards this direction, while the proliferation of social networking has added
yet another interesting dimension to the problem of searching for content in overlay
networks.
Semantic Overlay Networks (SONs) partition the overlay layer by clustering data
sources. In this case, the problem of finding the most relevant resources is reduced to
one of locating the cluster nearest to the query. The idea behind SONs is that peers
being semantically, thematically or socially similar (i.e., peers sharing similar interests) are organised into groups. While being highly flexible, SONs improve query
performance and guarantee high degree of peer autonomy [GMY02]. This technology has proven useful not only for information sharing in distributed environments,
but also as a natural distributed alternative to Web 2.0 application domains, such
as decentralised social networking in the spirit of Flickr3 or del.icio.us4 . Contrary to
structured overlay networks that focus on providing accurate location mechanisms
(e.g., [SMLN+ 03, RFH+ 01]), SONs are better suited for loose P2P architectures
assuming neither a specific network structure nor total control over the location of
the data. Additionally, SONs offer better support of semantics due to their ability
to provide mechanisms for approximate, range, or text queries, and emphasise on
peer autonomy (e.g., [KA04, TXD03, LW06, Sch05, ACMH03]).
The management of large volumes of data in P2P networks has generated additional interest in methods for effective network organisation based on peer contents
and consequently, in methods supporting information retrieval (IR) over semantic
overlay networks (e.g., [KP08, KJ04]). Network organisation in a SON is achieved
through a rewiring protocol that is executed independently by each peer. The purpose of this protocol is to establish connections among similar peers. This is achieved
by creating new connections to similar peers and by discarding connections that are
outdated or pointing to dissimilar peers. By this, clusters of peers with similar
interests emerge in the network. Queries can then be resolved by routing the query
towards clusters (instead of sole peers) based on their likelihood to match the query.
Once reaching a cluster, the peer receiving the query is responsible for forwarding

3
4

http://www.flickr.com/
http://www.del.icio.us.com/
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it to other peers within the same cluster (i.e., to similar peers).

1.1

Problem Definition

Rewiring aims to establish clusters of peers (e.g., based on their content) by
creating connections among similar peers and by disregarding connections that are
outdated or pointing to dissimilar peers. Provided such a network structure, information retrieval is resolved by routing each query towards clusters based on their
likelihood to match the query. Once reaching a cluster, the peer receiving the query
is responsible for forwarding it to other peers within the same cluster. By this process, it is therefore entailed that the underlying network organisation affects both
the retrieval performance and the network load.
Existing research solutions assume a fixed rewiring procedure for organising semantic overlay networks and search the network by exploiting certain architectural
[KJ04, TXD03, TXKN03] or modelling [ACMH03, SL06] aspects. However, the effectiveness of information retrieval depends not only on the type of content stored by
the peers and on the type of the queries allowed but also, on the rewiring procedure
applied.

1.2

Solution Outline

The present work goes the existing research one step further and suggests that
the retrieval performance depends on the rewiring strategy applied. To the best of
our knowledge, there is no comprehensive study showing the effect of rewiring on
system’s performance. This is exactly the problem this thesis is dealing with.
Overall, this thesis provides a better understanding on the functional issues
related to the design and performance of the rewiring protocol applied and its
effects on retrieval accuracy and network load.

To show proof of concept, we

propose iCluster, a generic P2P architecture that supports information retrieval
functionality. iCluster utilises widely adopted techniques from semantic overlay
networks, such as characterisation of peers by content, peer clustering and link
rewiring. In our SON architecture, peers are characterised by documents in the

-3-
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spirit of [SMZ03, LC03, LLS04, Sch04, KJ04, MSZ05]. Each peer in the network maintains links to other peers with similar content to form clusters. This
is achieved through a rewiring protocol which executes independently on each peer
as in [HB07, LWSN03, SMZ03, Sch04, MSZ05]. The methods referred to above
use the peer organisation, emerging from the execution of the rewiring protocol,
to efficiently route queries to the clusters of peers that are more likely to answer
the query. In our setting, a number of choices in designing a rewiring strategy are
considered and all are implemented and evaluated (in terms of network load and
retrieval efficiency) using real-world data and queries. Based on insight acquired by
studying these alternatives, we propose optimisations to the rewiring protocol. The
best rewiring strategy is designed based on experimental results and on the analysis
of these results.

1.3

Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are both of a theoretical and a practical nature.
At the theoretical level, this work proposes iCluster, a decentralised architecture
based upon ideas from both unstructured peer-to-peer systems and semantic overlay networks. The rewiring process is considered as a critical component of this
architecture. We investigate the functional issues related to the design and the
performance of the rewiring protocol, and explore the dependency of the retrieval
performance on the rewiring process.
Complementary to iCluster and rewiring, this work introduces clustering efficiency κ, a network clustering measure. Clustering efficiency is proposed in a
attempt to describe and quantify the connectivity of the network in a formal way.
Next, we investigate the effectiveness of the rewiring under a realistic dynamic
scenario where peers join, participate, leave and re-join the network. We consider
that peers and data follow appropriate dynamic models that exist in the literature
and study the way that network dynamics affect the system performance.
Finally, we revisit our architecture to support two-tier functionality under a
single unifying framework. We introduce iClusterDL, a digital library use case, as
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an application scenario.
At the practical level, the experimental evaluation with real-word data and
queries demonstrates that iCluster achieves significant performance improvements
(in terms of communication load and retrieval accuracy) over a state-of-the-art peerto-peer clustering method. Compared to exhaustive search by flooding, iCluster
exchanged a small loss in retrieval accuracy for much less message flow.
In addition, we show how peer organisation is affected by the different design
choices of the rewiring mechanism and how these choices affect the performance of
the system overall (both in terms of communication overhead and retrieval effectiveness). Our experimental evaluation confirms the dependence between rewiring
strategies and retrieval performance, and gives insights on the trade-offs involved
in the selection of a rewiring strategy. Additionally, we investigate the effectiveness
of the proposed clustering efficiency measure in estimating the connectivity of the
underlying network when using different rewiring strategies.
The analysis of the experimental results on iCluster under a realistic dynamic setting suggests the most promising rewiring protocol (i.e., the one that performs best
in terms of retrieval performance and network load). Moreover, the experimental
evaluation of iClusterDL demonstrates that our architecture achieves high retrieval
accuracy at a small communication cost and scales up well for large networks.

1.3.1

Intelligent Clustering

iCluster combines ideas from a symmetric network structure [HCW05] for providing
scalability, robustness and fault-tolerance, with ideas from semantic overlay networks
[CGM03] for improving retrieval effectiveness and network traffic in semantic overlay
networks. iCluster architecture and the corresponding protocols are presented in
[RP08b].
Similarly to unstructured P2P systems (e.g., [CHM+ 02, HCW05]), iCluster is
a completely decentralised architecture where no peer is more important than any
other. Similarly to SON-based systems (e.g., [JM04, PGW+ 08]), iCluster applies
a periodic rewiring protocol to cluster peers with similar interests [VSI07, LLS04]
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along with a fireworks-like technique [TXD03, NSC02] for routing queries within the
network. In a typical SON system, peer interests may vary from document descriptions (e.g., document term vectors) [LC03], to topics in a hierarchy [KJ04], schema
synopses [KTS07], or ontology concepts [Sch04]. Peers are typically specialised and
identified in the network using only a single interest (e.g., the most important or
representative of their document collection). In iCluster, peers may be characterised
by more than one interests reflecting the size and the content diversity of their document collection. By allowing multiple peer interests, iCluster is the first system to
overcome the specialisation assumption common in semantic overlay networks.

1.3.2

Peer Rewiring

In iCluster, peer organisation is achieved through the rewiring strategy. In this
thesis, we introduce the functional issues related to peer rewiring and investigate
the effects of rewiring on the retrieval performance. The results of this study are
presented in [RPT09].
We provide a better understanding of the functional issues related to the design and performance of the rewiring protocol applied by answering the following
fundamental questions: (i) what is an appropriate forwarding strategy for rewiring
messages within a semantic overlay network, (ii) what information should be used to
update peer connections, (iii) should peer connections be bi-directional or just onedirectional, (iv) how coherent and well-connected should a cluster of similar peers
be? The different rewiring strategies emerging as a result of different combinations of
the above are thoroughly discussed and evaluated using real-world data and queries.
We eventually propose an optimal rewiring strategy based on the analysis of the
experimental results.

1.3.3

Clustering Efficiency

Complementary to iCluster and rewiring, this thesis introduces the so called henceforth clustering efficiency κ, a measure for representing the clustering quality of the
network (i.e., how well the similar peers are clustered together). Clustering efficiency
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measure is presented in [RP08a].
Clustering efficiency measure has the following advantages over two popular measures appearing in the literature: (i) gives information about the underlying network
involving more than just the immediate neighbours of the peers and (ii) measures
how well the network is structured from an information retrieval point of view. The
experimental results demonstrate that clustering efficiency reflects retrieval effectiveness. Thus, the higher the values of the clustering efficiency measure are, the
better the underlying network organisation is in terms of retrieval effectiveness.

1.3.4

Peer Churn

In real-world applications, a peer joins the network when a user starts the application. While being connected, the user contributes its resources to the network and
searches for resources provided by other users. The peer leaves the system when the
user exits the application. The independent arrival and departure of users creates
the collective effect called churn [SR06]. These user-driven dynamics of peer participation are taken into account in the design and evaluation of the peer-to-peer
system proposed in this thesis.
Based upon a realistic scenario where peers join, participate, leave and re-join
the network, iCluster is utilised to organise the network and retrieve data under
such a dynamic setting. By adopting appropriate dynamic models from the related
literature, we study the way peer churn affects the system performance and identify
the rewiring protocol that performs well in this setting. In the light of the above,
the analysis of the experimental results on iCluster under such a dynamic setting
suggests the optimal rewiring protocol (i.e., the one that performs best in terms of
retrieval performance and network load). To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study that concerns the way peer rewiring is affected by and deals with the
dynamic behaviour of the peers.
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1.3.5

Digital Library Use Case

We introduce iClusterDL, a digital library use case of the ideas and the techniques
presented in this thesis. iClusterDL is a novel P2P architecture supporting selforganising digital libraries that demonstrates (i) the feasibility of supporting rich
query models without resorting to structured overlays and (ii) the benefits derived
from a looser organisation of system components. iClusterDL is build upon a twotier version of the iCluster architecture and is designed to support retrieval and
filtering functionality under a single unifying framework. iClusterDL architecture
along with the corresponding protocols are presented in [RPTW08].
To the best of our knowledge, iClusterDL is the first approach towards efficient
organisation of digital libraries in semantic overlay networks that supports both
retrieval and filtering functionality. The proposed architecture is automatic (requires no intervention and minimal administration), general (requires no previous
knowledge of the DL contents and works for any type of data model or content),
adaptive (adjusts to changes of DL contents), efficient (offers fast query processing)
and accurate (achieves high recall).

1.4

Thesis Outline

This thesis is comprised of eight chapters, the first being the current introductory
chapter. The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 gives an
overview of the existing work in the areas of peer-to-peer networks, semantic overlay networks, network clustering measures, and information retrieval, information
filtering and digital libraries in a P2P context. Chapter 3 introduces iCluster, the
architecture proposed in the thesis, along with its associated peer organisation and
query forwarding protocols. iCluster forms a testbed for studying the performance
of alternative rewiring approaches, clustering quality, peer churn, information retrieval and filtering in digital libraries. Chapter 4 introduces clustering efficiency κ,
a measure that quantifies the quality of network organisation. Chapter 5 focuses on
rewiring; it presents design choices along with an extensive study of the functional
issues related to peer rewiring. Chapter 6 extends the iCluster architecture under
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churn. While peers and data follow appropriate dynamic models, we study the system performance and identify an appropriate rewiring protocol. In Chapter 7, a
digital library use case for searching and filtering in a distributed digital library environment is put forward. The proposed digital library architecture supports both
retrieval and filtering functionality using the same infrastructure. This thesis is concluded in Chapter 8 by summarising the main results and pointing out some open
questions and directions for future work in the area of peer-to-peer and distributed
information systems in general.
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I

n this chapter we provide an overview of previous research which is relevant to
the topics of this thesis. Initially, we focus on architectural aspects and present

a comprehensive survey of P2P networks, ranging from unstructured approaches to
super-peers, semi-structured and structured overlays. Then, we present research
related to data organisation and retrieval in semantic overlay networks followed by
work focusing on network dynamics and concepts quantifying network clustering.
Finally, we provide a brief survey of the related research in the context of information
retrieval and information filtering for the digital library domain.

2.1

Peer-to-Peer Networks

In peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, a very large number of autonomous computing
nodes (the peers) contribute their resources and rely on each other for data and
services. P2P systems offer the potential for low-cost sharing of information while
ensuring autonomy and privacy of the participating entities. The main idea behind P2P is that, instead of relying on central components, functionality is provided
through decentralised overlay architectures. In overlay networks, peers typically
connect to a small set of other peers. Queries are then propagated to the network
searching for information qualifying query criteria by utilising existing overlay connections and following a predetermined query forwarding strategy. Popular systems
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such as Napster1 , Gnutella2 , Freenet3 , Kazaa4 , Morpheus5 and others have made
popular this model of interaction.
Ideas from P2P computing has proven useful not only for information sharing in
distributed environments but also, as a natural distributed alternative to Web 2.0
application domains such as decentralised social networking in the spirit of Flickr6 or
del.icio.us7 . P2P networks can also be applied to other distributed applications such
as Grid computation (e.g., SETI@Home8 or DataSynapse9 ), collaboration networks
(e.g., Groove10 ), IP telephony (e.g., Skype11 ) and even new ways to design Internet
infrastructure that supports sophisticated patterns of communication and mobility.
P2P networks are typically distinguished according to their topology into unstructured networks, structured networks and hierarchical networks. In unstructured
networks, all peers are equal and form an overlay network with no restrictions on
topology and no centralised source of information. Gnutella is considered to be the
prototype symmetric or unstructured P2P network. Since its original proposal, the
inefficiencies of the basic Gnutella protocol have been studied and various proposals
for more efficient search in unstructured P2P networks are suggested in the literature
(see [TR03] for a recent comparison). On the other hand, structured networks have
a regular topology, e.g. rings or hypercubes, and are devised as a remedy for the
routing and object location inefficiencies of unstructured networks. Distributed hash
tables (DHTs) (e.g., [RD01, RFH+ 01, SMLN+ 03]) are a prominent class of structured overlays that attempt to solve the object lookup problem by offering some
form of distributed hash table functionality: assuming that data items can be identified using unique numeric keys, DHT nodes cooperate to store keys for each other.
Semantic overlay networks (SONs) (e.g., [Sch04, ACMH03]) stand in-between un-

1

http://www.napster.com/
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/gnutella.html
3
http://freenet.sourceforge.net/
4
http://www.kazaa.com/
5
http://www.music-city.org
6
http://www.flickr.com/
7
http://www.del.icio.us.com/
8
http://www.setiathome.ssl.berkeley.edu/
9
http://www.datasynapse.com/
10
http://www.groove.net/
11
http://www.skype.com/
2
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structured and structured P2P networks; they organise peers that are semantically,
thematically or socially similar (i.e., peers sharing similar interests) into groups, but
assume neither a specific network structure nor control over the location of the data.
SONs are best suited for loose P2P architectures. SONs, while being highly flexible,
guarantee high degree of peer autonomy, improve query performance and enhanced
query flexibility due to their ability to provide mechanisms for approximate, range,
or text queries. Finally, hierarchical networks (e.g., [ITKD04, LC05]) partition the
peers into two sets: super-peers and clients. In a super-peer network, all super-peers
are equal and have the same responsibilities. Each super-peer serves a fraction of the
clients and keeps indices on the resources of those clients. Super-peers interact by
following a specific protocol (e.g., a symmetric one like Gnutella, a DHT or a SON
protocol). Clients, which are equal to each other, can run on user computers and
resources (e.g., files in a file-sharing application) are kept at client nodes. Clients
learn about resources by querying super-peers and download resources directly from
other clients.
In the rest of this section, we discuss the first three systems that popularised
the P2P paradigm (Napster, Gnutella and Freenet), introduce DHTs, SONs and
super-peer networks.

2.1.1

Three Influential Peer-to-Peer Systems

The common goal of the three pioneer systems, Napster, Gnutella and Freenet,
was to facilitate the discovery and sharing of files (e.g., images, audio and video)
among a large set of peers (user computers) located at the “edge of the Internet”
[Ora01, MKL+ 02]. The files to be shared are stored at the peers and, after being
discovered by an interested party, they are downloaded using a protocol similar to
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). Beyond this basic goal, there are important
differences among the three systems regarding the metadata kept at each network
node, the topology of the P2P network, the placement of the shared files, the routing
algorithms for queries and replies, the degree of privacy offered to its users, etc.
- 13 -
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Figure 2.1: An example of the Napster P2P system

Napster

In Napster (shown in Figure 2.1), a large cluster of servers owned by the respective
company maintains a metadata index that keeps track of active peers, descriptions
of the files the peers are willing to share and certain quality of service parameters
such as bandwidth and duration of the connection. Peers (clients!) connect to the
system by connecting to one of these servers and publish a description of the files
they want to share with other peers. Peer queries are sent to their selected server
which returns a list of matching files, the address of the peer that owns each file
and other important information pertinent to the peer (e.g., bandwidth as reported
by the peer). Peers can then directly download selected files from the peer of their
choice. Napster is a hybrid P2P system [YGM01] with some client-server features
(register, publish, query) and a single P2P feature (download). Napster contains
also a structured lookup mechanism: each peer has well-defined information about
other peers in the system [BKK+ 03]. However, approaches such as Napster have
inherent problems of scalability and resilience, so one has to use techniques such as
indexing for scalability and replication for resilience [GM02].
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Figure 2.2: An example of the Gnutella P2P system

Gnutella
On the opposite end (in terms of decentralisation), Gnutella (shown in Figure 2.2)
has no centralised servers and use symmetric lookup mechanisms [MKL+ 02]. Each
node in a Gnutella network is a peer that can act as a client and as a server at
the same time thus, no peer is more important than any other peer. Gnutella peers
form an overlay network by setting up connections to peers of their choice. For
connecting to the Gnutella network addresses can be initially found by the interested
user by consulting web pages such as gnutellahosts.com or router.limewire.com.
Gnutella offers primitives ping and pong for discovering parts of the network and
facilitate its maintenance while peers enter and leave the system.
To discover a file, a Gnutella peer issues a query to its neighbours with whom it
has open connections. The query is accompanied by a time-to-live (TTL) counter
that specifies how many hops this query is allowed to travel in the Gnutella network.
Each peer that receives this request processes it using its local file collection and
returns Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) pointing to matching files to the source
of the request. Then, this peer decrements the TTL counter of the request by
one. If the value of the TTL counter is greater than 0, then this peer forwards the
query to its neighbours. This process is repeated and eventually more pointers to
matching files are returned to the source of the request. Thus, Gnutella uses the
classical flooding technique [BG87] for routing queries. Replies reach the source peer
by travelling along the reverse path followed by the query, since a peer processing
- 15 -
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a request in a Gnutella network does not know the identity of the source peer
issuing this request. However, privacy of information requesters’ and information
providers’ identities are not really protected (e.g., Gnutella messages containing
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and URLs are returned to information requesters
so that they can retrieve the files they desire).
Gnutella is considered to be prototypical symmetric or unstructured P2P network. Since its original proposal various studies for more efficient search in unstructured P2P networks are known to exist (see [TR03] for a recent comparison).

Freenet
Freenet is a network of peers connected to each other for the purpose of sharing
information in the form of data files [CHM+ 02]. Like Gnutella, Freenet keeps a
completely decentralised architecture which ensures scalability, robustness and faulttolerance. At the same time, Freenet invests effort in ensuring the survivability of
published information, the adaptability to usage patterns and the protection of the
anonymity of information providers, consumers and holders. All these features are
what distinguish Freenet from Napster and Gnutella (see Table 2.1).
To add a file, a user sends to the network a message (insert message) containing
the file and an assigned location-independent globally unique identifier (GUID) which
is computed using a SHA-1 [SHA95] secure hashing function. Each GUID consists
of two parts: a content-hash key, which is obtained by hashing the contents of the
file and it is used for low-level data storage, and a signed-subspace key intended for
higher-level human use like traditional filenames. Insert messages follow the same
procedure also pursued by a request message for that file, thus files are stored in the
peers exactly where queries will go looking for them and routing tables are updated
accordingly [CHM+ 02]. This procedure is described below.
To retrieve data, a user sends a request message to the network and the corresponding GUID of the file. Whenever a peer receives a request, it first checks its
local resources. If the file is found, the peer returns it to the requester together with
a tag identifying itself as the holder. If the file is not found, one of the neighbour
- 16 -
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the three influential P2P systems

peers contained in the routing table with the closest matching key is chosen and the
request is forwarded to it. This is a basic difference with the Gnutella algorithm:
Gnutella does not perform heuristic search and sends the query to all neighbour
peers. When the data file is found, it is returned to the requester via the same path.
Additionally, intermediate peers save an entry in their routing tables associating
the requested key with the source peer. Depending on their distance from the data
source, each peer might also cache a local copy of the file.
The anonymity of a file source is ensured by having intermediate peers occasionally altering the holder tags to point to themselves as data holders. This does
not compromise discovery of the file later because the identity of the true data
holder is kept at the peer’s routing table and routing tables are never revealed.
The anonymity of an initiator of a query is also ensured since a peer cannot know
whether its neighbour peer is the one interested in the results of the query or is
simply forwarding a message.
Each data request in Freenet is given a TTL count (like in Gnutella), which is
decremented at each peer the request goes through. To prevent requests from going
into an infinite loop, Freenet assigns a unique identifier to each request so that a
peer will never forward a request that received for a second time.

2.1.2

Distributed Hash Tables

The success of P2P protocols and applications, such as Napster and Gnutella, motivated researchers from the distributed systems, networking and database communities to look more closely into the core mechanisms of these systems and investigate
how these could be supported in a principled way. This quest gave rise to a new
wave of distributed protocols, collectively called Distributed Hast Tables (DHTs),
that aim primarily at the development of P2P applications [SMLN+ 03, RFH+ 01,
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RD01, ACMD+ 03, ZHS+ 04, MNR02, AEABH03]. DHTs are structured P2P systems which attempt to solve the following look-up problem: Given a data item X
stored at some distributed dynamic set of peers, find X.
The core idea in all DHTs is to solve this look-up problem by offering some form
of distributed hash table functionality: assuming that data items can be identified
using unique numeric keys, DHT nodes cooperate to store keys for each other (data
items can be actual data or pointers). Implementations of DHTs offer a very simple
interface consisting of two operations:
• put(ID, item). This operation inserts item with key ID and value item in
the DHT.
• get(ID). This operation returns a pointer to the DHT node responsible for
key ID.
Although the DHTs available in the literature differ in their technical details, all
of them address the following issues [BKK+ 03]:
1. Mapping keys to nodes in a load-balanced way. Keys and nodes are
identified using a binary number. Each key is stored at one or more nodes
with identifiers “close” to the key in the identifier space.
2. Forwarding a lookup for a key to an appropriate node. Any node that
receives a query for a key identifier k returns the data item X associated with
k if it owns k, otherwise it forwards k to a node with identifier “closer” to k
using only local information.
3. Building routing tables adaptively. DHTs adapts to node joins, leaves
and failures, and updates the information maintained in the routing tables
with little effort.
The way different approaches address these issues provide us with a good highlevel categorisation of existing DHTs [BKK+ 03, AGH04]. Aberer et al. [AAG+ 05]
provide a reference model to unify different P2P approaches and also, distinguish
- 18 -
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six basic concepts common on all structured overlays such as routing strategy, maintenance and identifier space management. Blanas and Samoladas [BS07] introduce
a novel performance analysis for search protocols on structured overlays.

2.1.3

Semantic Overlay Networks

Formally, a P2P Semantic Overlay Network (SON) is a directed graph with vertices corresponding to information sources (peers) and edges corresponding to links
between information sources. Queries are propagated within the network following
the edges and according to some query routing strategy used. Peers connected with
each other are called neighbours. Each peer maintains a routing index and query
messages are propagated within the network using information stored in this index.
SONs (e.g., [CGM03, TXD03, Sch04]) can be regarded as a softer alternative
for decentralised indexing compared to rigid semantics imposed by hashing. SONs
capture object (data or peer) relationships and let peers connect with each other
based on their likelihood to contain related information, but assume neither a specific network structure nor control over the location of the data. In SONs, the
overlay network is partitioned by clustering the available data sources according to
their content. The problem of finding the most relevant resources is then reduced to
locating the cluster of peers that is the most similar to the query. SONs, contrary to
DHTs, provide semantic (and social) information about peers and their content by
capturing object relationships and are able to support rich data models and expressive query languages (e.g., VSM, LSI) without resorting to architectural [TIK05] or
algorithmic [BMT+ 05, AT05] modifications and optimisations.
Semantic overlay networks are typically based on ideas from small-world networks
[CGM02]. In a small world network, peers are not necessarily neighbours of all
other peers with relevant information, but can be reached from every other peer
in a small number of routing hops [Wat99]. A small world network resembles the
social phenomenon, referred to as “small world effect”, implying that every member
of the world can be reached by any other member through a short chain of social
acquaintances [Wat99]. Merugu et al. [MSZ05] show that constructing small world- 19 -
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like overlay topologies improves retrieval performance.
Peer organisation in a SON is achieved through a rewiring protocol that is (periodically) executed independently by each peer. The purpose of this protocol is to
establish connections among similar peers. This is achieved by creating new connections to similar peers and by discarding connections that are outdated or pointing
to dissimilar peers. The goal of a rewiring protocol is to create clusters of peers
with similar interests. Queries can then be resolved by routing the query towards
clusters based on their likelihood to match the query. Once reaching a cluster, the
peer receiving the query is responsible for forwarding it to other peers within the
same cluster. Concepts such as peer rewiring and peer clustering are fundamental
in designing a SON.

2.1.4

Super-Peer Networks

In a super-peer system, all super-peers are equal and have the same responsibilities.
Each super-peer serves a fraction of the clients and keeps indices on the resources of
these clients. Super-peers interact by following a specific protocol (e.g., a symmetric
one like Gnutella, a DHT or a SON protocol). Clients can run on user computers
and resources (e.g., files in a file-sharing application) are kept at client peers. Clients
are equal to each other since the software running at each client peer is equivalent in
functionality. Clients learn about resources by querying super-peers and download
resources directly from other clients.
Issues involved in the design and implementation of super-peer systems have recently been studied thoroughly in the literature. Yang and Garcia-Molina [YGM03]
presented one of the first works to study the characteristics of super-peer networks
and present the performance trade-offs associated with them. Super-peers are generally either volunteers that want to offer their extra resources to the community or
are chosen and “promoted” by some mechanism (e.g., a gossiping mechanism as in
[JMB06]). The nice properties of super-peer networks made them an attractive architectural solution adopted by a number of systems and research proposals such as
Edutella [NWQ+ 02], P2P-DIET [ITKD04, CIKN04] and also [LC05, RC04, LC04].
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2.2

Peer Organisation in SONs

Properties such as the autonomy, the flexibility and the efficiency provided by
semantic overlay networks has propelled research towards this direction. Moreover,
the management of large volumes of data in P2P networks has generated additional
interest in methods for effective network organisation based on peer contents and
consequently, in methods supporting information retrieval over semantic overlay networks (e.g., [KP08, KJ04]). In this section, we survey research related to the SON
domain that forms the basis of our work. We present studies that (i) focus on architectural issues (i.e., overlay topologies along with the corresponding protocols), (ii)
exploit certain modelling aspects of the P2P network (e.g., models describing peer
similarity), (iii) deal with network dynamics and (iv) propose measures quantifying
network clustering.

2.2.1

Architectures

Recent work include the study by Li et al. [LLS04], which introduces the notion
of Semantic Small-World (SSW) for organising the overlay network by exploiting
the semantics of data objects (e.g., documents) stored locally on peers. This work
presents (i) a mechanism that constructs a small-world overlay network, which is
scalable to large network sizes and large numbers of data objects while requiring low
maintenance overheads to adapt to dynamic membership and content changes and,
(ii) a dimension reduction technique (called adaptive space linearisation (ASL)) for
constructing a one-dimensional SSW to address the challenges raised by high dimensionality of semantic space. Although this works aims at exploiting the properties of
unstructured P2P networks, it assumes that each peer node is responsible for management of its data objects and/or the location information of data objects stored
at other peers (corresponding to a semantic subspace) considering thus, some type
of control imposed also by DHTs.
Hidayanto et al. [HB07] propose self-organising peers into communities based on
their content (called “expert network”), the issued queries (called “interest groups”),
or both the content and the queries (called “hybrid groups”). This work proposes a
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SON architecture that aims at improve retrieval performance. However, the research
included in this paper is still preliminary as it only discusses and evaluates an
instance of this general idea.
In a similar spirit, Loser et al. [LT05] propose a three-layer organisation of peers
and suggest combining information from all layers for routing queries. According
to this work, peers store Resource Description Framework Schema (RDF(S)) statements. A statement can describe either data (e.g., uri1 isAbout Semantic Web)
or conceptual information (e.g., University subClassOf Organisation). The authors consider either a general query language that allows to query an arbitrary
RDF(S) model or queries for documents that are about a certain topic. The network is then organised based on peers’ interactions and observations: each peer
monitors which other peers frequently respond successfully to its requests for information, which peers ask similar questions, which peer provide many documents or
which peer have asked many questions to a broad range of topics in the past. Then,
a peer creates links to other peers (called shortcuts) in three different layers (called
“recommender”, “provider” and “bootstrapping”) according to its observations. To
route a query, a peer combines information from all layers. This work considers
data items and queries organised in a topic hierarchy and is meant as solution to
knowledge management application domain.
In [LWSN03], Loser et al. introduce the concept of semantic overlay clusters for
super-peer networks. This work aims at clustering peers that store complex heterogeneous schemas by using a super-peer architecture. Each information provider
peer (client) is identified in the network with a metadata Resource Description
Framework (RDF) model. Each super-peer represents a cluster of domain specific
information and is related to exactly one clustering policy. Every clustering policy
consists of rules expressing which information provider peers are allowed to join the
cluster and which services are denied to enter the cluster. For joining the network
an information provider peer chooses an arbitrary super-peer to which it forwards
its model. The super-peer first matches the model against its clustering policy and
allows or denies the join of the peer to its cluster, then it broadcasts the model to all
other super-peers in the super-peer network. Finally, a set of clients together with
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their super-peer forms a cluster. This work aims at clustering peers according to
their schemas and bridging the heterogeneity between different metadata schemas
by enabling mappings within a particular domain through super-peers.
Along the same lines, Klampanos et al. [KJ04] propose an hierarchical architecture for IR-based clustering of peers in semi-collaborating overlay networks. Information provider peers expose their local document collections to the network and
they are clustered according to their information content. Client peers issue queries
to the network, view and retrieve documents. Representative peers (hubs) form the
message routing layer of the network. These are the only peers that are allowed to
interconnect with each other as well as with other kinds of peers. Hubs maintain
the descriptors of all peer clusters in the network and are responsible for handling
meta-information, routing query requests and delivering of results. The hierarchical
organisation proposed in this paper may create a bottleneck problem for peers up
the hierarchy since, all communication has to go through hubs.
Emphasising on protocols, Voulgaris et al. [VSI07] propose an epidemic protocol12 that clusters peers with similar content. Peer clustering is done in a completely
implicit way, that is without requiring the user to specify any preferences or to characterise the content of files being shared. The idea is to let peer self-organise based
only on local interactions. The authors anticipate that the probability of a neighbour satisfying a peer’s request is proportional to the semantic proximity between
the peer and its neighbour. Consequently, the number of requests satisfied by neighbouring (instead of random) peers is expected to be maximised when a peer selects
the semantically closest peers out of the whole network in its semantic view (routing index). Although the proposed mechanism wants to exploit semantic similarity
among peers, it also relies on randomly selected peers for the fulfillment of more
than 65% of the requests.
Schmitz [Sch04] assumes that peers share concepts from a common ontology
and proposes strategies for organising peers into communities with similar concepts.
Each peer periodically initiates a rewiring procedure and forwards its expertise to the
network. In order to build a clustered network using only locally available knowledge,
12

Epidemic protocols exploit randomness to disseminate information across peers.
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the peers use (for the forwarding of their expertise) strategies based on walks on
the P2P network (i.e., gradient and/or random walk). Next, the author proposes
and experiments with a bunch of query routing strategies (and their combinations)
trying to maximise retrieval efficiency. The strategies provided in this paper rely
only on local knowledge and interactions, are scalable and resilient to node failures,
and improve the performance of query operations. However, these strategies work
well if all peers share the same ontology which may not be realistic. Labelling and
maintaining more general peer communities in a decentralised manner could be an
interesting extension. Additionally, the framework used for clustering and routing
leaves a lot of room for tuning parameters and combining strategies.
Another track of work includes [JM04], where Jelasity and Montresor observe
that aggregation (i.e., global network information as average load) may reveal useful
information for peers while self-organising in large-scale networks. The authors
present an epidemic protocol capable of exploiting this information. The proposed
approach acts proactively and does not create bottlenecks as the approximation of
the aggregates is continuously present at all peers.

2.2.2

Models

Focusing on modelling issues, Schmitz and Loser [SL06] present a model, along
with evaluation metrics and data sets for semantic overlay networks. Their model
constitutes a generic description of the fundamental issues related to a SON, which
are the peer’s contents, its expertise, the similarity function, the routing index,
the rewiring strategy and the query routing strategy. The focus of this work is on
providing a common modeling standard for the behaviour of P2P networks and in
particular for the behaviour of semantic P2P networks.
In [SMZ03], Sripanidkulchai et al. introduce the notion of peer clustering based
on similar interests rather than similar content. According to this work, peers are
organised on the top of the existing Gnutella network to improve retrieval performance. The authors identify that if a peer has a particular piece of content that one
is interested in, then this peer is likely to have other pieces of content that one is
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also interested in. These peers are considered to have the so-called “interest-based
locality”. The authors propose the creation of interest-based shortcuts among peers
by exploiting the interest-based locality. Then, peers use these shortcuts to locate
content. When shortcuts fail, peers resort to the underlying Gnutella overlay for
content location. In this way, the proposed shortcuts provide a loose structure on
top of Gnutella’s unstructured overlay.
Aberer at al. [ACMH03] introduce a decentralised process that, relying on pairwise local interactions, incrementally develops global agreement and obtains semantic interoperability among data sources. This work considers scenarios of large
collections of data, as for example biological or genomic databases where federating loosely-coupled databases exist. In such an application scenario, a database is
considered as a peer that offers data, and is organised according to some schema
expressed by a data model (e.g., relational, XML, or RDF). The authors observe
that semantic interoperability is always based on some form of agreement and propose achieving implicit agreements by assuming the existence of local agreements13
provided as mappings between different schemas (i.e., agreements established in a
P2P manner). This model is orthogonal to research on P2P architectures and could
be introduced into some of them.
In [PLM+ 08], Penzo et al. propose a strategy for incremental clustering of semantically related peers. Each peer is represented by a set of concepts describing its
main topics of interest, which are extracted from the DBLP XML schema. According to this paper, SONs are clusters of connected peers that share similar concepts
and evolve incrementally as new peers join the network. When a peer joins the
system, it performs a coarse-grained selection of neighbours by accessing the Access
Point Structure (APS), that is a structure which maintains information about the
SONs available in the network. An accurate choice of its neighbours within the SON
is then supported based either on a semantic similarity threshold (range-based selection), or on a maximum number of neighbours (k-NN selection). This research relies
on a peer data management system as a reference scenario and proposing clustering
together peers that share similar schemas in an effort to eliminate the inefficiency
13

The local agreements are established in a manual or semiautomatic way.
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imposed by the traversal of semantic mappings.
Along the same lines, Kantere et al. [KTSR09] use the SON paradigm to solve
the query degradation problem in P2P databases. This work introduces GrouPeer,
a decentralised approach that assumes the absence of global schema information.
The key characteristic of GrouPeer is that peers can independently choose which
rewritten version of a query to answer. Then, query initiators evaluate the received
answers and send feedback to the corresponding content providers. By this process,
remote peers on query propagation paths are discovered, semantically similar peers
are clustered together and the overlay network is restructured. GrouPeer is shown
to cluster similar peers together (by contacting only a small number of the nodes in
the overlay), and by this produce accurate answers.
Parreira et al. [PMW07] introduce the notion of “peer-to-peer dating” that
allows peers to decide which connections to create and which to avoid based on
various usefulness estimators. Although this work makes use of the P2P paradigm,
it concerns web linkage. According to this paper, each peer (i.e., web site) has two
types of links to other peers: random links and semantic links. The random links
are needed to keep the whole network together and are dictated by the underlying
network protocol. The semantic links are established by letting peers meeting other
peers that they still do not know (like “blind dates”). According to its criteria,
if a peer likes another peer then it inserts this peer into its friend list. These
criteria can be various measures (and their combination) like past behaviour, level
of trust, collection similarity, overlap between the collections and authority scores.
The friends are then annotated with statistics to form a semantic routing table
(SRT) in which the peers are ordered according to their usefulness. The information
stored in SRTs is then used during query routing in search engines. The authors
claim that this approach can be also used in existing P2P systems since there is no
need to change the existing infrastructure.
Koloniari et al. [KP08] model peer clustering as a game where peers try to
maximise the recall for their local query workload by joining the appropriate clusters.
This paper presents an approach for handling semantic overlay networks reliant to
decisions that each peer makes based on local criteria. The problem of peer clustering
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is modeled as a game in which the peers are the players that decide whether they
should move to another cluster so as to minimise an individual cost function. This
cost function depends on the membership cost entailed in belonging to a cluster and
the cost of evaluating the peer query workload at remote clusters.
Other works in the area include the embedding of metric spaces in the SON
paradigm, as in [LP07, SBDZ08], in an effort to broaden the applicability of SONs.

2.2.3

Peer Churn

Most of the above research proposals, while exploiting certain architectural [KJ04]
or modelling [ACMH03, SL06] aspects of peer organisation, assume (for their experimental evaluation) an ideal scenario where peers never leave or join the network. However, studies assuming network dynamics are also known to exist [SR06,
LYRL07, YLWL06]. A peer joins the network when a user starts the application.
While being connected, the user can contribute resources to the network and search
for resources provided by other users. The peer leaves the system when a user exits
the application. Stutzbach and Rejaie [SR06] define such a join-participate-leave
cycle as a session. The independent arrival and departure of peers creates the collective effect called churn. The dynamics of user-driven participation is a critical
issue, since churn affects the overlay structure [SRS05], the resiliency of the overlay [LYRL07, YLWL06], the selection of key design parameters [LSK+ 05] and the
content availability which in turn, affects retrieval effectiveness.

Node-Based Models
Gummadi et al. [GDS+ 03] present and analyse a 200-day trace of Kazaa14 peer-topeer file sharing traffic collected by passively monitoring a router at the University
of Washington. This measurement study aims at characterising the population of
peers that participate in P2P networks with respect to their bandwidth, latency
and availability. The authors suggest using this knowledge to evaluate the newly
established P2P systems.
14

http://www.kazaa.com/
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Stutzbach and Rejaie [SR06] suggest that passive monitoring techniques are likely
to underestimate session lengths, as some peers may not generate traffic through
the observation point. Modelling churn though, requires fine-grained and unbiased
information about the arrival and the departure of peers in a network. This task is
rather challenging due to the large size and highly dynamic nature of P2P systems.
Stutzbach and Rejaie [SR06] identify the key challenges in characterising churn,
determine common pitfalls in measuring churn (such as biased peer selection) and
develop techniques to address these difficulties.
Leonard et al. [LYRL07] present a realistic model for peer lifetimes in P2P networks and investigate the resilience of random graphs to lifetime-based peer failure.
The authors also derive a model exploiting the probability that a P2P system partitions under churn. Yao et al. [YLWL06] introduce a generic model that explicitly
captures the heterogenous behaviour of peers. This work regards each peer as an
alternating renewal process and considers that on-line/off-line durations are independent and unique for each peer. Mitra et al. [MGGP08] model peer churn using
degree-independent and degree-dependent node failure, and develop a framework to
examine and analyse the stability of generalised P2P networks against churn. The
authors use a super-peer network as a case study for their stability analysis.

System-Based Models
The work presented in [LNBK02, MRT+ 05, KHG08] focus on system-based models. System-based churn models view churn in the distributed system as a holistic
phenomenon, without modeling individual process behaviour. In general, holistic
phenomenons are related to or concerned with wholes or with complete systems
rather than with the analysis of, treatment of, or dissection into parts.
Liben-Nowell et al. [LNBK02] present a theoretical analysis of P2P networks
by considering concurrent joins and unexpected departures. The authors focus on
Chord15 [SMLN+ 03] and study the process by which Chord maintains its distributed
state as nodes join and leave the system. Mostefaoui et al. [MRT+ 05] propose a
15

Chord is a P2P system that implements a distributed hash table abstraction.
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model applicable to dynamic systems which is defined by a threshold value (that
captures the liveness part of the system) and basic communication abstractions
(such as query-response and persistent reliable broadcast). To show the relevance
of the model, the authors adapt a protocol designed for the static model and point
out that this protocol operates within the proposed dynamic model. Ko et al.
[KHG08] present two new system-based churn models, called Train and Crowd,
that are respectively a tractable and a realistic model. The authors prove how
analysis using the tractable model can be generalised to the more realistic model for
an important class of stability properties, derive bounds for these properties when
using several protocols and use real churn traces to verify their models.

Evaluation Studies
Under a different perspective, Atalla et al. [AMA+ 08] study the potential impact
of peer churn on P2P applications concerned to Web search. This work aims at
providing a realistic analysis of P2P applications by quantifying the impact of both
the churn and the malicious behaviour of peers on the effectiveness of P2P Web
searching. Their findings reveal that both factors impose serious constraints in P2P
searching and the authors stress the need for application-specific reputation and
incentive mechanisms16 .
Another track of work includes the evaluation of protocols well-suited for symmetric P2P overlay networks. These protocols are simulated under an event-based
setting that includes concurrent and interleaved join and leave operations. Ganesh
et al. [GKM03] present the design, the theoretical analysis and the evaluation of
the SCAMP self-organising protocol. In [VSI07], Voulgaris et al. present Cyclon, a
proactive protocol that clusters peers with similar content. The authors investigate
the behaviour of their protocol as nodes join and leave the system. Baldoni et al.
[BBR+ 06] compare SCAMP and Cyclon in an event-based simulation setting that
includes join and leave operations as well as variable message transfer delay. The
16

Incentive mechanisms motivate each peer to behave in a system efficient way. Researchers have
proposed various incentive mechanisms, based on payment, punishment, or service differentiation,
to encourage cooperative behaviour among peers [SKT09, PS05, FLSC04, GLBM01].
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authors point out that after a very small number of join and leave operations, the
overlay is partitioned permanently (for both protocols examined) in (two or more)
separate sub-networks.

2.2.4

Clustering Measures

Another track of work in the area of semantic overlay networks is related to measures
quantifying the quality of network clustering. Over the past few years, a wide
range of concepts have been proposed and investigated. Watts and Strogatz [WS98]
introduce the clustering coefficient measure to determine whether a graph represent
a small-world network. The clustering coefficient of a vertex in a graph quantifies
how close the vertex and its neighbours are from being a clique (complete graph).
Hansen et al. [HAH07], working on protein interactions, present a generalised
version of the classical clustering coefficient measure. This work aims towards a
measure that can be applied to all types of networks (e.g., networks with directed
links) and can provide information about the underlying structure within the networks. In [FHJS02], Fronczak et al. assert that the standard clustering coefficient
measure does not provide any useful insights of complex network structure and dynamics. This work extends the standard clustering coefficient by introducing higher
order clustering coefficients that describe interrelations between vertices belonging
to the nearest neighbourhood of a certain vertex in the complex network. Other
works in the area, as for example [BGW08, RMJ07], discuss indices that measure
the quality of a graph clustering mechanism. The works referred to above, mainly
aim at clustering per se. In almost all studies, the authors consider a graph or a
network and propose clustering techniques that maximise some clustering measure.
In [FC06], Forstner and Charaf propose a protocol for clustering P2P networks
and evaluate this protocol using a modified clustering coefficient measure. They
idea of the proposed protocol is to arrange peers in a topology so as to eliminate
counterproductive links and minimise network traffic, while performing successful
queries. A query is considered successful when a document matching the query
is retrieved. This work applies to mobile environments, so network traffic is of
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major importance. Contrary, in this thesis information retrieval is treated as the
important issue; we identify a clustering measure that quantifies the underlying
network structure, aiming at reflecting retrieval effectiveness.

2.3

IR and IF in the Digital Library Domain

Two-tier architectures is a natural solution for addressing architectural issues in
digital library (DL) domains. Lu and Callan [LC03] study the problem of contentbased retrieval in distributed DLs focusing on resource selection and document retrieval. They propose a two-level hierarchical P2P network where DLs are clients
that connect to super-peers which form an unstructured P2P network in the second
level of the hierarchy. A recent contribution by the same authors [LC05] suggests
organising super-peers into neighborhoods to devise a method for super-peer selection and ranking. OverCite [SCL+ 05] is proposed as a distributed alternative for
the scientific DL CiteSeer17 by utilising a DHT infrastructure to harness distributed
resources (storage, computational power, etc.).
To the best of our knowledge, P2P-DIET [IKT04] and LibraRing [TIK05] are
the first approaches that try to support both information retrieval (IR) and information filtering (IF) functionality within a single unifying framework. P2P-DIET
utilises an expressive query language based on IR concepts and is implemented as
an unstructured P2P network with routing techniques based on shortest paths and
minimum weight spanning trees. LibraRing [TIK05] provides protocols to support
both IR and IF functionality in DLs using distributed hash tables (DHTs). The
DHT is used to make sure that queries meet the matching documents (in the IR
scenario) or that published documents meet the indexed continuous queries (in the
IF scenario). Contrary to LibraRing, MinervaDL [ZTW07] suggests using Chord
DHT to disseminate and store statistics about the document providers rather than
the documents themselves.
DESENT [DNV06] is the first work applying the concept of semantic overlay
networks in a DL domain. In DESENT [DNV06], SONs are organised as a hierarchy

17

http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/
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of clusters. Each cluster is represented by the so called “cluster gateway” (a single
peer within the cluster). In turn, groups of clusters form super-clusters with their
own gateways. Each cluster gateway maintains information about all other clusters
(and super-cluster) representatives. All communication within a semantic overlay
network is propagated through gateways thus, creating communication bottlenecks
at these peers.
The work presented in this thesis is the first comprehensive architecture that
exploits SONs to provide a framework for self-organised and self-managed DLs that
can offer a rich quiver of tools to end-users. Contrary to DESENT [DNV06], our
architecture maintains a flat structure of clusters with no representatives and the
communication can be routed through any peer within a cluster thus, avoiding
the bottleneck problem. Moreover, our architecture supports IF functionality (in
addition to IR) at no extra communication cost.

2.4

Conclusions

This chapter surveys related literature on P2P systems, starting with three pioneer systems that popularised the P2P paradigm and concluding with an extensive
survey of the state of the art in semantic overlay networks.
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An Architecture for P2P
Information Sharing

I

n this chapter we present iCluster (from the words intelligent and clusters), an
architecture for supporting full-fledged information retrieval in large-scale P2P

networks. Section 3.1 provides an overview of iCluster architecture. In Section 3.2
we discuss the proposed architecture, while Section 3.3 presents the protocols that
orchestrate the peer interactions. Section 3.4 summarises our approach.

3.1

Introduction

iCluster combines the symmetric network structure (also used by known systems
such as Freenet and Gnutella) ensuring scalability, robustness and fault-tolerance,
together with ideas from semantic overlay networks for providing enhanced retrieval
support and good performance in terms of increased recall and low network traffic. iCluster architecture along with the protocols for peer organisation and query
routing are presented in [RP08b].
Similarly to unstructured P2P systems, iCluster is a completely decentralised architecture where no peer is more important than any other. Similarly to SON-based
systems, iCluster applies a periodic rewiring protocol (e.g., [VSI07, LLS04]) for
clustering peers with similar interests and a fireworks-like technique (e.g., [TXD03,
NSC02]) for routing queries within the network. In a typical SON system, peer
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interests may vary from descriptions of document collections [LC03], to topics in
a hierarchy [KJ04], schema synopses [KTS07], or ontology concepts [Sch04]. In
iCluster the interests of a peer are identified by using its local document collection.
Any peer has a tunable and dynamic number of interests depending on its capabilities, collection size and content diversity. To the best of our knowledge, iCluster
is the first system to overcome the specialisation assumption1 common in SONs
[NWQ+ 02].

3.2

iCluster Architecture

We consider a network where a large number of peers connect to each other and
share information in the form of data files. The peers are responsible for serving
both users searching for information and users contributing resources to the network. In this architecture, no peer is more important than any other. Similarly
to the prototypical symmetric P2P networks, iCluster keeps a completely decentralised architecture ensuring scalability, robustness and fault-tolerance. Moreover,
iCluster peers run (independently to each other) a rewiring protocol and form clusters based on their likelihood to contain similar content. In this way, peers form an
overlay network by setting up connections to peers of their choice. The role of the
overlay network is two-fold: it acts as the glue between information producers and
information consumers through a distributed self-organising repository that can be
queried efficiently and serves as a fault-tolerant and scalable routing infrastructure.
A high-level view of the iCluster architecture is shown in Figure 3.1.
Each iCluster peer is characterised by its information content (i.e., its document
collection), which may be either automatically (by text analysis) or manually assigned to each document (e.g., tags or index terms). To identify its interests, a peer
categorises its documents by using an external reference system (i.e., an ontology as
in [Sch04] or a taxonomy such as the ACM categorisation system) or by clustering
[HK01]. Thereupon, a peer may be assigned more than one interests. Interests
are created and deleted dynamically to reflect a peer’s variety in the documents
it contributes to the network. Each peer maintains a routing index (RI) holding
1

Each peer has only one interest.
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Figure 3.1: A high-level view of the iCluster architecture

information for short- and long-range links to other peers:
short-range links correspond to intra-cluster information (i.e., links to peers with
similar interests)
long-range links correspond to inter-cluster information (i.e., links to peers having different interests and thus belonging to different clusters)
Entries in the routing index contain the IP addresses of the peers the links point to
and the corresponding interests of these peers.
A peer may participate in more than one network clusters, which depict its
interests. To account for this information, each peer maintains a separate routing
index for each one of its interests. Thus, the number of routing indexes maintained
by a peer corresponds to the number of peer’s interests and is in turn, related to
the clusters in which this peer belongs. For example, if a peer is interested in
topics A and B, then it maintains a routing index with short-range links to other
peers interested in topic A and another routing index with short-range links to
peers interested in topic B. Long-range links connecting clusters A and B with peers
having different interests are maintained as well. Typically, the interests of a peer
are expected to restrict to a relatively small number and the peer will not maintain
a large number of links to other peers. Additionally, peers may merge or split their
interests by merging or splitting the corresponding routing indexes to keep control
on the number of outgoing links that have to be maintained.
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Our architecture is general enough to cover fundamental design aspects of existing semantic overlays: as typically assumed in the literature peers are categorised
by their content [MSZ05, KJ04, Sch04, LLS04, LC03, SMZ03] and links to other
peers involve not only similar peers, but also dissimilar ones to support the connectivity between different clusters as in [MSZ05, Sch04, SMZ03, TXKN03]. The
rewiring procedure is executed locally by each peer and aims at clustering peers with
similar content, while queries are forwarded to peer clusters that are similar to the
issued query. The corresponding protocols for peer rewiring and query routing are
presented in the next section.

3.3

iCluster Protocols

The main idea behind semantic overlay networks is to let peers self-organise into
clusters with semantically similar content. Then, query execution is performed by
identifying the cluster of peers with similar content and by addressing a peer within
this cluster. Then, this peer is responsible for forwarding the query to more peers
within its cluster. In this section, we present the basic protocols that specify the
way peers join the overlay network, connect to and disconnect from the network,
self-organise into clusters, and the way queries are processed.

3.3.1

Joining Protocol

When a peer pi connects to the iCluster network for the first time, it has to follow
the join protocol. Initially, pi categorises its documents into one or more categories.
Consequently, pi may have more than one interests Iiκ , with κ denoting the number
of pi ’s interests, stored in its interest list I(pi ). A peer interest is represented by the
corresponding index terms (if an external reference system has been used) or by the
centroid vector (if documents have been categorised by clustering).
For each distinct interest Iik peer pi maintains a separate routing index RIik ,
which contains short-range and long-range links. Entries in the routing index are
of the form (ip(pj ), Ijk ), where ip(pj ) is the IP address of peer pj and Ijk is the
k-th interest of pj . The number of routing indexes maintained by a peer equals the
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number of its interests. Peers may merge or split their routing indexes by merging
or splitting their interests reliant to changes in their content.
A routing index is initialised (when a peer is joining the network, or upon the
bootstrapping) as follows: peer pi collects in RIik the IP addresses of s + l randomly
selected peers using out-of-band means, where s is the number of short-range links
and l is the number of long-range links. These links will be refined according to the
interest Iik of pi using the rewiring protocol described in the next section.
In the following, for simplicity of the presentation, we assume that each peer pi
has only one interest Ii . The same discussion applies for multiple interests, since
peers maintain one routing index per interest and the rewiring strategy is applied
independently for each peer interest.

3.3.2

Connecting/Disconnecting Protocol

When a peer pi connects to the network, it uses its interest list I(pi ) and the corresponding routing indexes pi used before logging-off. In this way, peers do not have
the overhead to categorise their documents and recompute their interests every time
they connect to the network. Naturally, peers may recompute their interests reliant
to changes in their content. Additionally, by using the information stored in the
routing indexes before logging off, peers do not start from a random position in the
network. While being connected to the network, pi refines if needed the information
stored in its routing index using the rewiring protocol described in the next section.

3.3.3

Rewiring Protocol

Peer organisation proceeds by establishing new connections to similar peers and by
discarding old ones. Each peer pi periodically (e.g., when joining the network or
when its interests have changed) initiates a rewiring procedure (independently for
each interest) by computing the intra-cluster similarity (or neighborhood similarity)
N Si =

1 X
·
sim(Ii , Ij ),
s ∀p ∈RI
j

(3.1)

i
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where s is the number of short-range links of pi according to interest Ii , pj is a
peer contained in the RIi that is on-line, Ij is the interest of pj and sim() can be
any appropriate similarity function between peer interests (e.g., the cosine similarity
between the term vector representations [Sal89]). The neighborhood similarity N Si
is used here as a measure of cluster cohesion. If N Si is greater than a threshold θ,
then pi does not need to take any further action since it is surrounded by peers with
similar interests. Otherwise, pi issues a FindPeers(ip(pi ), Ii , L, τR ) message, where
L is a list and τR is the time-to-live (TTL) of the message. List L is initially empty
and will be used to store tuples of the form hip(pj ), Ij i, containing the IP address
and interest of peers discovered while the message traverses the network. System
parameters θ and τR need to be known upon bootstrapping.
A peer pj receiving the FindPeers() message appends its IP address ip(pj ) and
its interest Ij to L (or the interest most similar to Ii if pj has multiple interests),
reduces τR by one and forwards the message to the m neighbouring peers (m ≤ s)
with interests most similar to Ii . This message forwarding technique is referred
to in the literature as gradient walk (GW) [SDCM06, Sch04]. When τR = 0, the
FindPeers() message is sent back to the message initiator pi . Figure 3.2 illustrates
the above rewiring procedure in algorithmic steps.
When the message initiator pi receives the FindPeers() message back, it utilises
the information contained in L to update its routing index RIi by replacing old shortrange links corresponding to off-line peers or to peers with less similar interests with
new links corresponding to peers with more similar interests.
Peers also store long-range links in their routing indexes which stand as short
paths to dissimilar clusters. For the update of the long-range links, peer pi uses a
random walk in the network with TTL tR to discover peers with dissimilar interests.
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Procedure Rewiring(pi , Ii , τR , θ, m)
Initiated by pi when neighborhood similarity N Si drops below θ.
input: peer pi with interest Ii and routing index RIi
output: updated routing index RIi

1: compute N Si =

1
s

·

P
∀pj ∈RIi

sim(Ii , Ij )

2: if N Si < θ then
3: L ← { }
4: create FindPeers()
5: pk ← pi
6: repeat
7:
send FindPeers() to
m neighbours of pk with interests most similar to Ii
8:
let pj be a neighbour of pk receiving FindPeers()
9:
L ← L :: hip(pj ), Ij i
10: pk ← every pj receiving FindPeers()
11: τR ← τR − 1
12: until τR = 0
13: return list L to pi
14: update RIi with information from L
Figure 3.2: The rewiring protocol
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3.3.4

Query Processing Protocol

Let us assume that user issues a query q through peer pi , where q is a term vector.
Initially, pi compares q against its interest Ii 2 . If sim(q, Ii ) ≥ θ, where sim() can
be any appropriate similarity function between a query vector and a peer interest
(e.g., the cosine similarity between their term vector representations [Sal89]) and θ is
the similarity threshold, then pi creates a message of the form Query(ip(pi ), q, τb ),
where τb is the query TTL, and forwards it to all its neighbours using the short-range
links in RIi . This forwarding technique is referred to as query broadcasting (or query
explosion) [Sch04]: the query is broadcasted to the neighbours of pi , which (due to
clustering) are similar to pi and will (most likely) be able to answer the query.
If sim(q, Ii ) < θ, peer pi forwards a Query(ip(pi ), q, τf ) message with query
TTL τf to m peers connected to pi (using the short-range and the long-range links
in RIi ) with interests most similar to q. The query message is thus, forwarded
through distinct paths from peer to peer until a peer pj similar to the query is
reached (i.e., a peer pj with interest Ij such that sim(q, Ij ) ≥ θ). This query
forwarding technique is referred to as fixed forwarding [Sch04], since forwarding
proceeds until q reaches a cluster of similar peers. Then, q is broadcasted in the
neighborhood of this peer as described in the previous paragraph. All forwarding
peers execute the aforementioned protocol and reduce τf by one at each step of the
forwarding procedure. The combination of the two parts of query routing (i.e., fixed
forwarding and broadcasting) referred to in the literature as fireworks technique
[NSC02, TXD03].
Notice that the value of the broadcasting TTL τb is different from the value of
the fixed forwarding TTL τf . Typically, τb is smaller than τf since in broadcasting
the Query() message needs to reach peers only a few hops away (i.e., in the same
cluster of the message recipient). In the case of fixed forwarding the message needs
to explore regions of the network that are possibly far away from the query initiator.
Figure 3.3 presents an the query processing protocol.

2

In the case that pi has multiple interests then it compares q independently against each one
of its interests.
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Procedure Query Processing(q, pi , τf , τb , θ, m)
Compares query q against the document collection of pj , retrieves
matching documents and forwards q to the network.
input: query q issued by peer pi and threshold θ
output: list R of documents similar to q

1: if sim(q, Ii ) ≥ θ then
2: compare q against pi ’s local document collection
3: if sim(q, d) ≥ θ then
4:
R ← R :: hp(d), m(d), Sim(q, d)i
5: send message RetRes(ip(pj ), R) to pi
6: τb ← τb − 1
7: forward QUERY() to all short-range links in RIi
8: else
9: forward QUERY() to m neighbours of pi with interests
most similar to q
10: τf ← τf − 1
11: repeat the above procedure for pi ’s neighbours
12: until τf = 0 or τb = 0
Figure 3.3: The query processing protocol
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3.3.5

Information Retrieval Protocol

Assume that a peer pj similar to the query q is reached. Apart from executing
the forwarding protocol, pj also applies the following procedure for retrieving information similar to q. Query q is matched against pj ’s local document collection
and all documents d with sim(q, d) ≥ θ, where sim() can be any appropriate similarity function between a query and a document vector (e.g., the cosine similarity
between their vector representations [Sal89]) and θ is the similarity threshold, are
retrieved and ordered by similarity to the query. Subsequently, pj creates a result
list R containing tuples of the form hp(d), m(d), sim(q, d)i for each relevant document d, where p(d) is a pointer to d and m(d) are metadata describing d (e.g.,
document title, author and an excerpt of the document’s text in the style of search
engine result presentation). The resulting list is placed in a message of the form
RetRes= (ip(pj ), R) and is returned to the peer that initiated the query using the
contact information contained in the Query() message. In this way, query initiator
pi accumulates the results obtained by different peers, merges the different lists in a
single list that contains unique entries sorted by descending similarity and presents
the results to the user.

3.4

Conclusions

We presented iCluster, a generic architecture designed for information retrieval
that uses a semantic overlay network as its routing infrastructure. In the context
of this architecture, we presented a suite of protocols that define the behaviour
of the peers that populate the system. iCluster is the first system to overcome
the specialisation assumption, provides scalability, robustness and fault-tolerance,
and enables the organisation of the participating peers according to the available
resources for improving retrieval effectiveness and network traffic.
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M

easures for quantifying clustering quality (i.e., how well similar peers are
clustered together in the network) are presented and discussed in this

chapter. Section 4.1 surveys existing work in this area. Section 4.2 focuses on two
popular measures namely (i) clustering coefficient [WS98] and (ii) generalised clustering coefficient [HAH07]. Section 4.3 introduces a new measure, coined clustering
efficiency measure κ, while Section 4.4 concludes the chapter.

4.1

Introduction

Several works on peer organisation using semantic overlay networks (e.g., [DNV06,
Sch04, LLS04]) are based on the idea of small-world networks [Wat99]. A smallworld network is a type of graph in which nodes are not neighbours of one another,
but can be reached from every other node by a small number of routing hops or
steps. Small-world networks are typically characterised by small path length (for
reaching a cluster) and high values of clustering coefficient [WS98]. Because of the
small path length most pairs of peers will be connected by at least one short path.
Therefore, queries can be routed quickly towards a relevant peer. On the other hand,
clustering coefficient is geared towards the formation of cliques. It follows that high
values of clustering coefficient are characterised by densely connected clusters of
peers. More recent work on network cohesion modify [FHJS02, FC06] or generalise
[HAH07] the above clustering coefficient measure.
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In this chapter, we introduce a measure that quantifies the underlying (dynamic)
P2P structure (for directed and undirected networks) by focusing on the retrieval
effectiveness of the network, so that the higher the value of this measure is the better
the performance of retrievals will be. This measure, denoted as clustering efficiency
measure κ, assesses on the quality of clustering in semantic overlay networks. Unlike
clustering coefficient that takes into account only the immediate neighbours of a peer,
the proposed measure considers information about how well all peers containing
similar information are clustered together. This work is presented in [RP08a].

4.2

Two Popular Clustering Measures

In this section, we present two popular measures appearing in the literature:
(i) clustering coefficient [WS98], which is the measure typically used to evaluate
clustering cohesion in a network and (ii) generalised clustering coefficient [HAH07],
which extends the previous measure by taking into account the whole neighborhood
around a peer.

4.2.1

Clustering Coefficient

The clustering coefficient measure introduced by Watts and Strogatz [WS98] is used
to determine whether a graph is a small-world network. The clustering coefficient
measure is nowadays widely used in semantic overlay networks to describe the effect
of peer clustering [Sch04, HLY06]. The clustering coefficient ci for peer pi is formally
defined as the ratio of links between the peers within pi ’s neighborhood (i.e., between
the peers contained in pi ’s routing index) with the number of links that could possibly
exist between these peers. In other words, clustering coefficient is a measure that
quantifies how close a peer and its neighbours are from being a clique (i.e., complete
graph).
If s is the number of peers in the routing index RIi of pi , then each peer pj ∈ RIi
could connect to s − 1 other peers in this neighborhood. Thus, all possible connections between the peers contained in RIi are s(s − 1) . The clustering coefficient of
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peer pi is defined as:
ci =

|{hpj , pk i}|
, pj , pk ∈ RIi , pk ∈ RIj ,
s(s − 1)

(4.1)

where {hpj , pk i} is the set of existent peer connections and || denotes the number of
items in the set. The clustering coefficient measure is equal to 1 if every neighbour
connected to pi is also connected to every other peer within the neighborhood and
equal to 0 if no peer connected to pi connects to any other peer in pi ’s neighborhood.
The clustering coefficient for the whole network is defined as the average of the
clustering coefficient of all peers in the network:
N
1 X
c=
ci ,
N i=1

(4.2)

where N is the number of all peers.
The clustering coefficient measure takes into account only the immediate nearest
neighbours of a peer and the links between these peers. However, this may not
always correspond to the underlying network structure. For example Figure 4.1
presents three (small) networks. All of them have the same number of peers and the
same number of links between these peers, but different structure. The clustering
coefficient of the central peer is the same for all cases (equals 1/3), although the
network structure is different, for example the peers in the rightmost figure are less
interconnected than the peers in the first two figures.

4.2.2

Generalised Clustering Coefficient

The so called generalised clustering coefficient introduced by Hansen et al. [HAH07]
tries to broaden the clustering concept by taking into account a local sub-network
characterised by a radius r around a peer. The generalised clustering coefficient gci
of a peer pi is formally defined as the number of paths of length n to peers that can
also be reached by a path of length m from peer pi , divided with the number of all
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Figure 4.1: Example networks with the same number of links and peers, but different
structure

possible paths that could exist in pi ’s sub-network:
pi (m, n)
gci = Qn−i r
,
j=0 (Ni − j)

(4.3)

where Nir is the number of peers within radius r around pi . The generalised clustering coefficient takes values in the interval [0, 1] and is reproduced to classical
clustering coefficient when r = 1.
The generalised clustering coefficient for the whole network is defined as the
average of the generalised clustering coefficient of all peers in the network:
N
1 X
gc =
gci ,
N i=1

(4.4)

where N is the number of all peers.
The generalised clustering coefficient stems from work in protein interaction networks and broadens the notion of clustering (as defined by the previous measure)
by considering more than just the immediate neighbours of a peer. However, the
emphasis of this measure is on how the network is structured as a whole.
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4.3

Clustering Efficiency

In the following, we introduce a new network clustering measure, henceforth
denoted as clustering efficiency measure κ. Clustering efficiency measure is characterised by radius τb around a peer. For the definition of the clustering efficiency
measure, query routing protocol is also taking into account: when a query q reaches
a similar peer pi (sim(q, Ii ) ≥ θ), then q is forwarded with TTL τb to all pi ’s neighbours using the short-range links of pi (implying that pi ’s neighborhood consists of
all peers by radius τb around pi ). Since the network is organised into clusters of
similar peers and queries address these clusters, it is important that all peers are
clustered together.
Formally, the clustering efficiency κi for a peer pi is defined as the number of
peers pj similar to pi (sim(Ii , Ij ) ≥ θ) that can be reached from pi within τb hops
following short-range links, divided by the total number of peers in the network
similar to pi :
N
X

κi =

pj : {dG (pi , pj ) ≤ tb , sim(Ii , Ij ) ≥ θ}

j=1
N
X

,

(4.5)

pk : {sim(Ii , Ik ) ≥ θ}

k=1

where dG () is the distance (measured in number of hops) of the peers in the graph.
The clustering efficiency measure equals 1 if the neighborhood of pi contains all
peers similar to pi . Conversely, the clustering efficiency equals 0 if no peer similar
to pi is contained in the neighborhood of pi .
The clustering efficiency for the network as a whole is defined as the average
(over all peers in the network) of the clustering efficiency of each peer:

κ=

N
1 X
κi
N i=1

(4.6)

Clustering efficiency is defined to reflect retrieval effectiveness. As it will be
shown in the experiments (Section 5.3.4), clustering efficiency is directly associated
with the performance of retrievals: the higher the value of clustering efficiency
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Figure 4.2: Example network structure representing a neighborhood

κ is, the better the performance of retrievals will be. Clustering efficiency gives
information about the underlying network involving more than just the immediate
neighbours of the peers and measures how well the network is structured from an
information retrieval point of view. To show proof of concept, in Figure 4.1 the
clustering efficiency of the central peer is 5/6 for the first two cases and 4/6 for the
rightmost structure, where peers are less interconnected. In addition, consider the
example neighborhood shown in Figure 4.2. The clustering coefficient of the central
peer equals 0, the generalised clustering coefficient equals 1/6 and the corresponding
clustering efficiency equals 1.

4.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced a new concept for network clustering, denoted as
clustering efficiency measure κ. By definition, clustering efficiency aims to reflect
retrieval effectiveness: the higher the values of the clustering efficiency measure are,
the better the underlying network organisation is in terms of retrieval effectiveness.
Clustering efficiency measure has the following advantages over two popular measures appearing in the literature: (i) gives information about the underlying network
involving more than just the immediate neighbours of the peers and (ii) measures
how well the network is structured from an information retrieval point of view.
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T

his chapter considers rewiring as a critical component of iCluster architecture, investigates the functional issues related to the design and the per-

formance of the rewiring protocol, and explores the dependency of the retrieval
performance on the rewiring process. The functional issues related to rewiring are
introduced in Section 5.1. We consider and discuss a number of choices in designing
a rewiring strategy in Section 5.2, while the experimental evaluation of the proposed
strategies using real-world data and queries is presented in Section 5.3. Conclusions
are presented in Section 5.4.

5.1

Introduction

Peer organisation in a semantic overlay network is achieved by applying a rewiring
strategy which is periodically executed by each peer. This procedure establishes new
connections to similar peers and disregards connections to peers that are dissimilar.
Retrieval effectiveness is then improved by exploiting this information at query time
(as queries may address clusters of similar peers). Although all systems based on
semantic overlay networks apply some rewiring technique, there is no comprehensive
study showing the effect of rewiring on system’s performance.
In Chapter 3 we introduced iCluster, a P2P network where peers are responsible
for serving both users searching for information and users contributing information
to the network. Each peer is characterised by its information content (i.e., its docu-
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ment collection) which may be either automatically (by text analysis) or manually
assigned to each document (e.g., tags or index terms). iCluster, based on ideas
from traditional distributed IR and recent work on P2P networks, aims at better
retrieval effectiveness in terms of recall and network traffic. iCluster applies a periodic rewiring protocol to cluster peers with similar interests and a fireworks-like
technique to route queries within the network.
In this chapter, a framework for studying the attribution of rewiring strategies
in semantic overlay networks is proposed. Initially, we provide a better understanding on the functional issues related to the design and the performance of rewiring
protocols by answering the following fundamental questions: (i) what is an appropriate forwarding strategy for rewiring messages within a SON, (ii) what information should be used to update peer connections, (iii) should peer connections be
bi-directional or just one-directional, (iv) how coherent and well-connected should
a cluster of similar peers be? Based on insight acquired by answering the above
questions, several variants of a generic rewiring approach are reviewed and evaluated. We show how peer organisation is affected by the different design choices of
the rewiring mechanism and how these choices affect the performance of the system
overall (both in terms of communication overhead and retrieval effectiveness). Our
experimental evaluation with real-word data and queries confirms the dependence
between rewiring strategies and retrieval performance, and gives insights on the
trade-offs involved in the selection of a rewiring strategy. All the work included in
this chapter is presented in [RPT09].

5.2

Rewiring Strategies

In the following, the different components of rewiring are identified and several
variants to the basic rewiring protocol1 are proposed corresponding to modifications
in (i) the routing technique used by peers to forward rewiring messages, (ii) the
amount of information available to peers for updating their short-range links, (iii)
the technique for establishing links, and (iv) the strategy used by peers to update
their long-range links. In each of the following sections, we propose design choices
1

The basic rewiring protocol is presented in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3.
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for each component of rewiring, identify their differences from the basic protocol
and discuss their performance.

5.2.1

Forwarding of Rewiring Messages

A very important component of the rewiring protocol is the routing technique used
by the peers to forward the rewiring messages. We introduce three different message
forwarding techniques for the FindPeers() message and elaborate on the peer
clustering performance.

The Gradient Walk (GW) Strategy
This strategy is used in the basic rewiring protocol. A message recipient pj forwards
the FindPeers(ip(pi ), Ii , L, τR ) message to the set of m peers stored in its routing
index RIj with interests most similar to Ii (the interest of message initiator pi ).
The idea behind the Gradient Walk (GW) strategy is to forward the rewiring
message to peers which are likely to be similar to Ii , collect information about these
peers in the FindPeers() message, use this information to update pi ’s short-range
links and by this, connect pi to similar peers.
A drawback of this strategy is encountered for the case where clusters of similar peers cannot be reached or have not yet been formed. This case is typical
encountered at system bootstrapping and also at periods of high churn, where peers
initiating a rewiring process have low probability to discover other similar peers.
The GW strategy is then expected to lead to poor peer clustering.

The Random Walk (RW) Strategy
Under the Random Walk (RW) strategy, a message recipient pj forwards the FindPeers() message to a set of m randomly chosen peers stored in its routing index
RIj . This is implemented by modifying the line 7 of Figure 3.2 as follows:
send FindPeers() to m random neighbours of pk
The idea behind the RW strategy is to explore the network for discovering peers
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with interests similar to Ii (the interest of the message initiator pi ). At periods
where the network is not well-clustered, this random exploration will increase the
probability of finding peers with interests similar to Ii . Compared to the GW strategy, RW is expected to converge to a clustered network faster. Since peer clustering
is used to support retrieval functionality, the RW strategy is also expected to exhibit
better retrieval performance compared to the GW strategy, at least for un-organized
networks.

The Combined (GW+RW) Strategy
In the combined (GW+RW) strategy, a message recipient pj forwards the FindPeers() message with equal probability either to (i) a set of m randomly chosen
peers, or (ii) the set of m peers with interests most similar to the interest Ii of
the initiator peer pi . The GW+RW strategy presented here resembles the strategy
used for the forwarding of the rewiring messages in [Sch04]. This is implemented by
modifying the line 7 of Figure 3.2 as follows:
generate a random number x
if x ≥ 0.5 then
send FindPeers() to
m neighbours of pk with interests most similar to Ii
else
send FindPeers() to m random neighbours of pk
This strategy aims at combining the benefits from the RW and the GW strategies,
as the RW strategy can be applied in unclustered networks for discovering similar
peers, while the GW strategy can be applied for exploring neighborhoods of similar
peers.
The rationale of applying the GW+RW strategy is not only to connect pi to similar peers discovered by forwarding the message to similar peer clusters, but also by
enabling propagation of the forwarding message to other similar peers through other
non-similar ones. However, the GW+RW strategy combines the two components in
a naive way by invoking one of the two components based on a random decision.
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The Informed (inf-GW+RW) Strategy

Under the informed (inf-GW+RW) strategy, a message recipient pj forwards the
FindPeers() message either to (i) a set of m randomly chosen peers, or (ii) the
set of m peers with interests most similar to the interest Ii of the initiator peer pi ,
taking into account information on how well the network is clustered. This strategy
goes one step further from the GW+RW strategy, since it invokes each component
based on an informed (rather than a random) decision. In inf-GW+RW, pj takes
into account (its personal view of) how well the network is organised and decides
whether to use gradient or random walk for message forwarding. This is implemented by modifying line 7 of Figure 3.2 as follows:
if N Sk ≥ θ then
send FindPeers() to
m neighbours of pk with interests most similar to Ii
else
send FindPeers() to m random neighbours of pk
Contrary to the GW+RW strategy, inf-GW+RW puts emphasis on peer perception of network organisation.
Figure 5.2 illustrates how the different forwarding strategies affect peer clustering. We used the same unclustered (random) initial network on Figure 5.1 as input
for all the strategies and visualised the network when it converged to a stable organisation. Dark-coloured nodes represent peers with similar content (i.e., belonging to
the same class) whereas, light-coloured nodes represent peers from other categories
that the former are connected to. When using the GW strategy for rewiring, darkcoloured peers store many connections to dissimilar peers and are not well-clustered
(Figure 5.2(a)). The RW and the inf-GW+RW strategies result in better network
organisation by linking peers with the same interest (Figure 5.2(b) and (d)). In
the case of the GW+RW strategy, notice the existence of some isolated peers that
are peers non-reachable by other similar peers (e.g., in the lower right part of Figure 5.2(c)), a situation that is expected to undermine retrieval effectiveness.
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Figure 5.1: Initial network topology

5.2.2

Updating the Short-Range Links

In the basic organisation protocol, only the initiator of a FindPeers() message
may utilise the message contents to collect information about peers with similar
interests and update its routing index. In what follows, we examine the idea of
letting also peers along the forwarding path to utilise the information collected by
the message. In this way, other peers, aside from the initiator peer, may exploit
this information to update their routing indexes and improve clustering without
incurring extra message traffic. This strategy is expected to increase the speed of
clustering.
In the following, we utilise a new system-wide parameter denoted as refinement
probability %, which is related to a peer’s decision to exploit (or not) the information
contained in the FindPeers() message it receives. This decision is taken by each
peer in a fully decentralised way. Parameter % takes values in the interval [0, 1]
and is used as follows: each peer receiving a FindPeers() message may utilise
the information contained in it (i.e., the interests of previous message recipients)
with probability %. When % = 0, no peer apart from the message initiator use the
contents of FindPeers() message, while when % = 1, all peers participating in the
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(b) GW strategy

(c) RW strategy
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Figure 5.2: Network organisation for different message forwarding strategies

forwarding of the FindPeers() message exploit this information to update their
routing indexes. When 0 < % < 1, a peer pj receiving a FindPeers() message
exploits this information with probability %. Notice that, when % = 0 this protocol
is reduced to the basic protocol. System parameter % is user-defined and needs to
be known upon bootstrapping. The use of % is implemented by modifying the line
6 of Figure 3.2 as follows:
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(a) Initial connections between peers
p1 , p2 and p3
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(c) Rewired peer connections for % = 1
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(b) Rewired peer connections for % = 0

p1
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(d) A possible rewiring of connections
for 0 < % < 1

Figure 5.3: An example illustrating the usage of the refinement probability %

let pj be a neighbour of pk receiving FindPeers()
pj generates a random number x
if x ≥ % then update RIj with information from L
If peer pj decides to utilise the information contained in a FindPeers() message, then pj updates its routing index RIj by replacing short-range links that are
outdated or pointing to peers with dissimilar interests with links found in the message. It follows that, the initiator peer pi of FindPeers() message always explores
the information contained in the message to update its short-range links, since this
peer initiated the rewiring process.
Example 1 Let us assume a network where each peer can store only 2 links to other
similar peers (s = 2), rewiring TTL is 2 (τR = 2) and that some arbitrary peers p1 ,
p2 and p3 that belong to the network are all interested in the same topic. Assume
also, that these peers are initially connected to each other as shown in Figure 5.3(a).
In the following we demonstrate how peer organisation is affected by different values
of refinement probability %.
• % = 0: When peer p1 decides to initialise a rewiring procedure, it sends a
FindPeers() message with its interest to peer p2 . By definition, when % = 0
no peer apart from the message initiator uses the contents of the message.
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Thus, p2 does not utilise the information in the message, appends its own
interest to it and forwards it to peer p3 . Similarly, p3 appends its interest to
the message and sends it back to the initiator peer p1 (since τR has reached
0). Subsequently, p1 uses the information in the message and connects to p3
since they have similar interests. The resulting (rewired) links are shown in
Figure 5.3(b).
• % = 1: In this case, all forwarding peers exploit the information contained
in the FindPeers() message to refine their short-range links. When peer p1
decides to initialise a rewiring procedure it contacts peer p2 . Since % = 1,
p2 uses the information contained in the message and creates a link to p1
as they have similar interests (remember that the message contains also the
interest of the message initiator). Next, p2 appends its interest to the message
and forwards it to peer p3 , which also uses the information contained in the
message and connects to both p1 and p2 . Similarly, p3 appends its interest to
the message and sends it back to p1 that in turn, updates its routing index.
The resulting links are shown in Figure 5.3(c).
Notice that all, p1 , p2 and p3 , have their short-range links occupied by peers that
have similar interests simply by using the rewiring message that p1 initiated.
To achieve this when % = 0 would require more rewiring messages, since p2 and
p3 would need to initiate their own rewiring procedure to collect information
about similar peers and refine their links. In our example setting, % = 1 seems
to achieve a good result by organising p1 , p2 and p3 in a fully-connected cluster.
However, this cluster (Figure 5.3(c)) is isolated from the rest of the similar
peers that may exist in the network, since there is no free short-range link to
connect to other peers with similar interests. Creating isolated peer clusters
has a negative effect in recall, as a query might not reach all relevant clusters
in the network.
Notice that allowing peers to store more short-range links in their routing indexes could eliminate the isolated peer clustering problem. However, there is
a trade-off related to the size of the routing index. Increasing the number of
the short-range links eliminates the probability to create isolated peer clusters,
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(a) % = 0

(b) % = 1

Figure 5.4: Network organisation when using different values of %

but might result in more ambiguous peer clusters. However, the idea of peer
rewiring is to cluster similar peers together, rather than let each peer has a vast
knowledge of the network. In addition, increasing the number of short-range
links stored by each peer results in increased message traffic when processing a
query, since queries are broadcasted in neighborhoods of similar peers (according to the query processing protocol). Consequently, the number of short-range
links stored by a peer must be restricted to peers satisfying the peer similarity
criterion as defined in Section 3.3.3.
• 0 < % < 1: To avoid generating excess message traffic during rewiring (as with
% = 0) and also creating isolated peer clusters (as with % = 1), % should be
appropriately tuned to a value between 0 and 1. Section 5.3 shows that when
0 < % < 1 the rewiring procedure performs better both in terms of reduced
network load and retrieval effectiveness. Figure 5.3(d) shows a possible network
organisation when 0 < % < 1 (in this case, peer p2 utilised the information in
the rewiring message initiated by peer p1 ).
Figure 5.4 illustrates how % affects peer clustering. The initial peer connections
are shown in Figure 5.1. Dark-coloured nodes represent peers of the same class,
whereas light-coloured nodes represent peers from other categories that the former
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are connected to. Notice that, when % = 0 most of the similar peers are clustered
together, but there are also peers that are hard to reach (dark-coloured peers in
the lower right part in Figure 5.4(a)). When % = 1 peers of the same category
have formed two well-connected but disjoint neighborhoods (Figure 5.4(b)). This
reveals an inherent weakness of rewiring: similar peers are not always clustered
together, since they may form more than one separate clusters. Notice that this will
also affect retrieval performance since queries are not always capable of locating all
disjoint clusters in the network.
To recap, refinement probability % denotes the number of peers that update
their links by exploiting the rewiring messages initiated by other peers. In general,
the lower the value of % is, the more messages are needed for achieving a clustered
organisation. Reversely, the higher the value of % is, the faster the network will
converge to a clustered organisation. However, setting % to a high value might result
in isolated clusters. The objective is to achieve a network organisation by adjusting
% to an intermediate value so that, similar (but disjoint) clusters are connected by a
path while maintaining low message traffic. This (optimal) value of % is determined
by experimentation. Parameter % does not depend neither on the document content
nor on the total number of peers in the network.

5.2.3

Introducing Symmetric Links

In the basic organisation protocol, when a peer pi discovers that its interest is similar
to that of a peer pj , it is not entailed that pj is aware of this similarity. We modify the
basic protocol to facilitate symmetric links (SL) among peers. Under this strategy,
if a peer pi discovers another similar peer pj through a FindPeers() message, pi
updates its routing index RIi and sends a SimPeer(ip(pi ), Ii ) message to pj to
inform it that they share similar interests. This is implemented by modifying the
line 14 of Figure 3.2 as follows:
update RIi with information from L
send SimPeer(ip(pi ), Ii ) to pj : pj ∈ L, sim(Ii , Ij ) ≥ θ
When pj receives a SimPeer() message, it uses this information to decide
whether to refine or not its short-range links with a link to pi . Notice that symmetry
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in link creation is not enforced, since pj may decide not to update its routing index
RIj if it is already connected to similar peers (i.e., sim(Ij , Ik ) ≥ sim(Ij , Ii ) for all
interests Ik in RIj ). Notice also, that the SimPeer() message is sent only when pi
updates its routing index. The only cost associated with this modification is one
extra message for each RIi update.
The rationale behind the symmetric link approach is achieving faster network
convergence by exploiting all information available during rewiring. However, creating clusters of similar peers with the SL strategy might yield highly coherent peer
neighborhoods that in turn, increase the probability of creating isolated cliques of
similar peers (similarly to the case of % = 1). Section 5.3.3 explores the effect of the
SL strategy and compares it against protocol variations with non-symmetric links
(denoted as non-SL strategy).

5.2.4

Updating the Long-Range Links

Long-range links allow peers to connect with other peers irrespective of content.
Long-range links in a semantic overlay network are exploited to facilitate long jumps
in the network and allow reaching distant peer neighborhoods with small communication overhead. Two strategies for maintaining long-range links in a semantic
overlay network are discussed below.

The Random Sampling (RS) Strategy
According to the Random Sampling (RS) strategy, a peer pi creates a FindDisPeers(ip(pi ), Ii , τR ) message to search for peers with dissimilar interests. This
strategy is adopted by the basic rewiring protocol of Section 3.3. The message
is forwarded in the semantic overlay network using a random walk strategy until
message TTL τR reaches zero. Then, peer pj that received the message, compares
its interest Ij against Ii contained in the message and if sim(Ij , Ii ) < θ it appends
its IP address ip(pj ) and its interest Ij to the message and sends it back to pi . Otherwise, it sends an appropriate message to notify pi that they share similar interests.
A peer pi that receives a FindDisPeers() message back, checks whether it already
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has a long-range link to a peer pk , for which sim(Ij , Ik ) ≥ θ. If so, pi disregards the
message and re-initiates the procedure, since it already stores a short path towards
the cluster that both pk and pj belong. Otherwise, pi updates the long-range links
of RIi with a pointer to pj .

The Biased Sampling (BS) Strategy
The idea behind the Biased Sampling (BS) strategy is to use the rewiring protocol
and the corresponding rewiring messages to collect information about peers with
non-similar interests. With this strategy, a peer pi receiving a FindPeers() message
updates its long-range links as follows: It randomly selects a peer pj contained in the
message, for which sim(Ii , Ij ) < θ and sim(Ij , Ik ) < θ holds, for all peers pk stored
as its long-range links. In this way, the long-range links of pi contain (i) peers with
interests dissimilar to Ii and (ii) peers with dissimilar interests between each other
(i.e., links to different peer clusters). Subsequently, pj forwards the FindPeers()
message according to the rewiring protocol used.
Notice that peers do not have to explicitly initiate a rewiring procedure to update
their long-range links. However, peers that belong in the same neighborhood will
tend to have high overlap in their long-range links, since they use the same messages
to acquire these links. This biased sampling of the network may reduce retrieval
effectiveness, since queries will follow similar routes and thus, leave parts of the
network unexplored.

5.2.5

Combining all Together

All the modifications to the basic rewiring protocol discussed above produce a wide
variety of design choices that can be combined to increase the retrieval effectiveness
and reduce the message overhead of any SON-based system. Summarising, the different rewiring strategies presented earlier are the following: (i) GW, RW, GW+RW
or inf-GW+RW, (ii) % taking values in the interval [0, 1], (iii) SL or non-SL and (iv)
RS or BS. Since the proposed strategies can be utilised independently of each other,
this creates a large space of possible combinations. Notice that different (combina- 61 -
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Procedure Rewiring2(pi , Ii , τR , θ, m, %)
Initiated by pi when neighborhood similarity N Si drops below θ.
input: peer pi with interest Ii and routing index RIi
output: updated routing index RIi
updated routing indexes RIj

1: compute N Si =

1
|s|

·

P
∀pj ∈RIi

Sim(Ii , Ij )

2: if N Si < θ then
3: L ← { }
4: create FindPeers()
5: pk ← pi
6: repeat
//forward FindPeers() message using
//strategy S = {GW,RW,GW+RW, inf-GW+RW}
7:
send(FindPeers(), S)
8:
let pj be a neighbour of pk receiving FindPeers()
//update short-range links with probability %
9: pj generates a random number x
10: if x ≤ % then
11:
update RIj with information from L
//if symmetric links are used
12:
if SL = 1 then
13:
send SimPeer(ip(pj ), Ij ) to pλ : pλ ∈ L, sim(Ij , Iλ ) ≥ θ
14: L ← L :: hip(pj ), Ij i
15: pk ← every pj receiving FindPeers()
16: τR ← τR − 1
17: until τR = 0
18: return FindPeers() message to pi
19: update RIi with information from L
//if symmetric links are used
20: if SL = 1 then
21:
send SimPeer(ip(pi ), Ii ) to pλ : pλ ∈ L, sim(Ii , Iλ ) ≥ θ
Figure 5.5: The modified rewiring protocol
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tions of) rewiring strategies may emphasise recall, while others may be efficient in
terms of network traffic. In the next section, we show how each individual strategy
affects the performance of the basic protocol and also, identify interesting strategy
combinations that can further improve system performance. Figure 5.5 presents the
algorithm implementing the modified rewiring protocol. To demonstrate how these
strategies can be combined together, we have parameterised each module used in
the initial protocol of Figure 3.2 taking into account the alternative strategies.

5.3

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation of the proposed rewiring protocols using
two real-world datasets with web and medical documents.

5.3.1

Performance Measures

As it is typical in the evaluation of P2P information retrieval systems, performance is
measured in terms of network traffic and retrieval effectiveness. The network traffic
is measured by recording the number of rewiring (respectively search) messages sent
over the network during rewiring (respectively querying). The retrieval effectiveness
is evaluated using recall (i.e., the number of relevant documents retrieved over the
total number of relevant documents in the network). Additionally, recall/(search)
message is used to quantify a benefit/cost metric. Notice that in our setting precision is always 100% since only relevant documents are retrieved. In this section, our
evaluation is mostly goal-oriented: we are interested in measuring the system performance directly, without resorting to clustering quality measures (e.g., [HLY06]).
One strategy is better than another if it presents high recall for less network traffic.

5.3.2

Experimental Testbed

Datasets. The first dataset contains over 556,000 web documents from the TREC62 collection belonging in 100 categories and has been previously used to evaluate
2

http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/callan/Data/
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Parameter
peers
short-range links
long-range links
similarity threshold
rewiring TTL
fixed forwarding TTL
broadcast TTL
message fanout

Symbol

Value

N
s
l
θ
τR
τf
τb
m

2,000
8
4
0.9
4
6
2
2

Table 5.1: Baseline parameter values

information retrieval algorithms over distributed document collections (e.g., [XC99]).
The second dataset is a subset of the OHSUMED TREC3 document collection that
contains over 30,000 medical articles from 10 different categories as suggested in
[SKK00]. The queries employed in the evaluation of both corpora are strong representatives of document categories (i.e., the topics of the categories).
Setup. We consider N loosely-connected peers, each of which contributes documents in the network from a single category. At the bootstrapping, peers join the
network and are connected as described in Section 3.3.1. The base unit for time
used in the experiments is the period t. The start of the rewiring procedure for each
peer is randomly chosen from the interval [0, 4K · t] and its periodicity is randomly
selected from a normal distribution of 2K · t, in the spirit of [Sch04]. Therefore,
each peer starts (and goes over again) independently the rewiring process. We start
recording the network activity at time 4K · t, when all peers have initiated the
rewiring procedure at least once.
We used a network size of 2,000 peers. The average number of peers per class
for the TREC-6 (respectively OHSUMED) corpus was 20 (respectively 200), with
standard deviation 4.42 (respectively 68.8). We experimented with different values
of similarity threshold θ, message forwarding TTL τR and query forwarding TTLs
τb , τf . We consider that a given parameter value is better than another if it results in
better clustering and retrieval for less communication load. The baseline parameter
values used for the experiments are summarised in Table 5.1.
3

http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9 filtering.html
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Figure 5.6: Performance under different document distributions for the RW strategy
(TREC-6)

The simulator used to evaluate the rewiring protocols and their modifications
was implemented in C/C++ and all experiments were run on a Linux machine. Our
results were averaged over 25 runs (5 random initial network topologies and 5 runs
for each topology). Peers use a specified rewiring protocol to update their links.
Query processing is carried out as described in Section 3.3.4.
Document Distribution. We examined the dependence of the system performance on the distribution of the documents over the peers. Thus for a given rewiring
strategy, we measured both retrieval performance and network traffic for three different real-life document distributions. Figure 5.6 illustrates retrieval performance,
in terms of recall and search messages, as a function of time for the RW strategy
when the documents are distributed to the peers (i) uniformly, (ii) using a heavytailed distribution (i.e., zipf) and (iii) using the normal distribution. As shown in
Figure 5.6(a), recall is marginally affected by the document distribution. In terms
of network traffic, Figure 5.6(b) illustrates that the number of search messages is
not affected by the document distribution. In the rest of the evaluation, we use the
uniform distribution to assign documents to peers.
Query Distribution. We also examined the dependence of the system performance
on the query distribution. For a given rewiring strategy we measured both retrieval
performance and network traffic for two different query distributions. Figure 5.7
illustrates retrieval performance, in terms of recall and communication load, as a
function of time for the RW strategy (i) when the queries are initiated by similar
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Figure 5.7: Performance under different query distributions for the RW strategy (TREC6)

peers and (ii) when the queries are initiated by random peers. As shown in Figure 5.7(a), assuming a random query distribution over the peers results in worse
retrieval performance. In terms of network traffic, Figure 5.7(b) illustrates that the
number of search messages are 70% more in the case that queries are initiated by
random peers. Although a setting where the queries follow peers’ interests is a more
realistic scenario for a content-sharing network, we assume that queries are issued
from random peers in the network in the rest of the section since we want to evaluate
the rewiring strategies under a stress test for a semantic overlay network.

5.3.3

Evaluation Results

Using Different Forwarding Strategies
Figure 5.8 illustrates the retrieval effectiveness of the network as a function of time
for different forwarding strategies. The data set used in this set of experiments
is TREC-6. At the beginning of the rewiring procedure (t = 4K) peers are still
randomly connected, the network is not yet organised into clusters of peers with
similar interests and the values for recall are low (around 35%). After some time,
when all peers have executed the rewiring protocol more than once (t = 8K), we
can observe the effect of the different forwarding strategies to peer organisation
and consequently, to retrieval effectiveness. The GW strategy improves recall only
by 3%, which can be attributed to poor network organisation. The RW strategy
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Figure 5.8: Retrieval effectiveness for different forwarding strategies (TREC-6)

demonstrates the best retrieval performance overall achieving up to 12% better
recall than GW+RW and up to 8% better recall than inf-GW+RW. In turn, the
inf-GW+RW strategy outperforms GW+RW achieving up to 5% better recall.
The fact that the RW strategy results in the best retrieval performance and also
converges faster towards a clustered organisation of peers is attributed to the way it
organises the network. The RW strategy explores the network in a random fashion
increasing the probability to discover peers with similar interests, since peers are
initially randomly connected. Even when similar peers start to get organised into
clusters, using the RW strategy proves efficient in discovering isolated peers. The
GW strategy explores peers’ neighborhoods to discover peers with similar interests
and yields poor results, since in an unclustered (random) network peers are not
always connected to other similar peers. The GW+RW strategy performs a random
selection of a forwarding strategy at each invocation and is thus, limited by the bad
performance of the GW strategy. The inf-GW+RW strategy initially performs at
least as good as the RW strategy. However, as the network converges towards a
stable network, peers tend to choose the gradient walk for the forwarding of the
rewiring messages reducing the probability to discover isolated peers.
Figure 5.9 shows the recall for both TREC-6 and OHSUMED corpora when
the network is organised using different forwarding strategies. The values of recall
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Figure 5.9: Retrieval effectiveness for different forwarding strategies

presented in the figure correspond to an organised network (t = 20K). The RW
strategy proves to be the best for both corpora in terms of recall.
The lower values of recall in the case of OHSUMED corpus are due to the different
number of peers per class. Specifically, there are 200 peers per class when using
the OHSUMED corpus, whereas there are 20 peers per class in the case of TREC-6
corpus. This difference in the number of peers per class affects retrieval performance
in two ways: (i) The rewiring process tries to collect all similar peers in the same
neighborhood. Naturally, the smaller the number of peers per class is, the easier and
the faster all similar peers are clustered together. When using the TREC-6 corpus
the rewiring task is easier compared to when the OHSUMED corpus is used. (ii)
Recall depends (among others) on the broadcasting TTL τb and on the number of
short-range links s stored by each peer. Even though all similar peers are gathered
together in the same neighborhood (no matter their number), there is the case that a
query may not reach all peers within the cluster if the diameter of the corresponding
peer neighborhood is bigger than sτb . We choose to use small values for s and τb ,
since peer clusters are more cohesive and network traffic is kept low.
Figures 5.10 and 5.11 present network traffic (rewiring and search messages) for
the four strategies over time. In terms of rewiring messages, Figure 5.10 shows that
the network initially presents a high message overhead, which is greatly reduced
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Figure 5.10: Rewiring messages for different forwarding strategies (TREC-6)
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Figure 5.11: Search messages per query for different forwarding strategies (TREC-6)

(over 200%) for the RW, the GW+RW and the inf-GW+RW strategies when the
network starts to get organised into clusters (t > 8K). Apparently, the GW strategy
does not manage to reach an effective peer organisation and peers continue executing
the rewiring protocol to discover peers with similar interests, which leads to high
message traffic. In reverse, the other three strategies manage to efficiently and
quickly organise the network and maintain an effective peer organisation at a small
communication cost.
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Figure 5.12: Retrieval effectiveness for different values of % when using the GW strategy
(TREC-6)

All strategies need high number of search messages (as shown in Figure 5.11)
when the network is not yet organised into coherent neighborhoods (left-most points
in the x-axis). However, this message overhead is decreased (65% decrease) for
the RW, the GW+RW and the inf-GW+RW strategies as peers get organised into
clusters with similar interests (right-most points in the x-axis). The GW strategy
does not improve network traffic, as it does not manage to efficiently organise the
network.
Notice (by looking at both Figures 5.10 and 5.11) that the inf-GW+RW and
the GW+RW strategies performs slightly better in terms of overall network traffic
compared to the RW strategy. We are driven to the same conclusions concerning
the network traffic when using the OHSUMED corpus.

Varying the Refinement Probability
In this section, we investigate the retrieval effectiveness for various values of % (i.e.,
the system parameter denoting the probability that a peer updates its short-range
links based on the content of a forwarded rewiring message) as a function of time for
two forwarding strategies: (i) GW used in our basic protocol and (ii) RW exhibiting
better retrieval performance than its competitors.
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Figure 5.13: Retrieval effectiveness for different values of % when using the RW strategy
(TREC-6)

Figure 5.12 illustrates the way % affects retrieval performance when the GW
strategy is used. When the network is unorganised (t = 4K) the queries cannot be
routed efficiently resulting in low recall (approximately 35%). When the network
starts to organise (t = 6K), higher values of recall are achieved. The retrieval
performance of the GW strategy improves 50% for % > 0, which is attributed to
the fact that more peers update their short-range links by exploiting the rewiring
messages.
Figure 5.13 presents recall over time when using the RW strategy. When % is low
(i.e., < 0.5), the network is clustered at a slow rate since more peers need to initiate
the rewiring process. As % increases, the network converges faster to organised
clusters of peers. When % is high (i.e., > 0.5), network organisation and recall have
converged to a stable state fast and remain unchanged. In some cases (e.g., %=1),
the relatively low values of recall imply the existence of isolated peers. The higher
value of recall is achieved for % = 0.5 (i.e., when half of the forwarding peers use
FindPeers() message to update their short-range links).
In general, when % > 0 the network converges faster to a clustered peer organisation by using less messages, and when % < 1 peers are discouraged from creating
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%

recall

0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

0.53
0.68
0.55
0.54
0.58

OHSUMED
search recall/msg
msgs
(x10−3 )
282
282
232
238
261

1.88
2.41
2.37
2.31
2.22

recall
0.69
0.68
0.72
0.66
0.67

TREC-6
search recall/msg
msgs
(x10−3 )
172
142
140
141
140

4.01
4.79
5.14
4.68
4.79

Table 5.2: Performance for RW when the network is organised (t = 20K) for both corpora

isolated clusters. The ideal value for % is the one resulting in connected clusters
(i.e., there is a path connecting all similar peers), while using minimum number
of rewiring messages. Table 5.2 presents recall, search cost and recall/message for
the RW strategy, for varying % and over both corpora in an organised network
(t = 20K). When % = 0, RW presents the lowest recall/message for both corpora.
When % = 0.50, RW presents a good performance for both corpora (lowest message
traffic, highest and second highest recall/message and a high recall value). The best
value of % in terms of recall is 0.25 when using OHSUMED corpus and 0.5 when
using TREC-6 corpus.
The different effect of % on system performance across different corpora is attributed to the different number of peers per class. Remember that increasing the
value of %, the probability of creating fully-connected peer clusters is also increased.
Given that the number of short-range links is much smaller than the number of peers
per class, in the case of OHSUMED corpus increasing the value of % turns similar
peers to create many isolated clusters thus, resulting in bad retrieval performance.
Conclusively, the higher the number of peers per class is, the lower the value of %
should be. In this way, more rewiring messages may be generated, getting though
an efficient peer clustering.
Figure 5.14 shows the number of messages per query for % = 0 (i.e., the value
used in the basic rewiring protocol) and 0.5 (i.e., the value that resulted in the
best retrieval performance) for the GW and the RW strategies. When the network
is not yet organised a higher number of search messages is needed. This message
overhead is decreased (65% decrease for RW) when % = 0.5 as peers get organised.
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Figure 5.14: Number of search messages per query when using the GW or the RW
strategy, for % = 0 and 0.5 (TREC-6)

When % = 0, the network converges slowly to organised peer neighborhoods and the
message overhead decreases with a slower rate.
In terms of rewiring messages, the network initially presents a high message
overhead, which is greatly reduced (by a factor of 15) when the network organises
into coherent clusters (around moment 6K) for % > 0. When % = 0, the network does
not manage to quickly reach an effective peer organisation and peers keep executing
the rewiring protocol presenting higher message overhead and slower decrease rate
when compared to the case where % > 0.

Symmetric Links
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the effect of symmetric versus non-symmetric links in
the retrieval performance over time, for two different forwarding strategies and for
two different values of %. The data set used in this set of experiments is TREC-6.
Figure 5.15 shows that the SL strategy, when used with the GW strategy, achieves
better retrieval performance (about 7%) compared to the basic rewiring protocol.
The effect of the SL strategy on the retrieval performance is small in the case of % =
0.50, since some of the links introduced by SL are also created due to % (forwarding
peers have already updated their links to point to previous message recipients and
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Figure 5.15: Retrieval effectiveness for SL and non-SL corresponding to % = 0 and 0.5
when using the GW strategy (TREC-6)

%
0.00
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00

OHSUMED
non-SL SL
0.53
0.68
0.55
0.54
0.58

TREC-6
non-SL SL

0.64
0.57
0.56
0.54
0.54

0.69
0.68
0.72
0.66
0.67

0.73
0.75
0.75
0.76
0.74

Table 5.3: Recall for RW when the network is organised (t = 20K) for both corpora

thus, SL has no additional effect on clustering).
Figure 5.16 illustrates that the effect of creating symmetric links is higher in the
case of the RW strategy, since more similar peers per rewiring process are discovered.
The SL strategy improves retrieval performance by 10% for both values of % and
facilitates network converge towards organised peer clusters. Notice that when using
the SL strategy along with % = 0.5, the network organises faster than when using
the SL strategy or % = 0.5 alone. Consequently, creating symmetric links has a
positive effect in retrieval performance.
Table 5.3 presents recall in an organised network (t = 20K) for both corpora
and for different values of %. Notice that when % > 0, SL does not always improve
recall on the OHSUMED corpus. When the OHSUMED corpus is used, there are
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Figure 5.16: Retrieval effectiveness for SL and non-SL corresponding to % = 0 and 0.5
when using the RW strategy (TREC-6)

many peers per category and, even though similar peers are all clustered together,
the retrieval performance is also affected by other parameters, as the number of
short-range links s and the broadcasting TTL τb .
Figure 5.17 illustrates on the number of messages per query for the RW strategy
and for two values of % as a function of time. When % = 0, the SL strategy decreases
network traffic by 18% when compared to the case of non-symmetric links between
peers. The effect of the SL strategy in network load is smaller when % = 0.5. By
cross examining the results presented in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, we conclude that
the SL strategy manages to efficiently organise peers and thus, improve retrieval
effectiveness and search costs.
The SL strategy achieves better network organisation, and thus better retrieval
performance, with low communication cost in terms of rewiring messages. Notice
that this strategy was expected to impose extra message traffic due to the additional
messages sent for supporting the symmetric links. In fact, the SL strategy decreases
message traffic as it exploits existing traffic to rewire the links of the peers. In
terms of rewiring, our experiments show that the SL strategy requires in general
10% less messages to organise the network and also, results in a faster clustering
when compared to the non-SL strategy.
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Figure 5.17: Number of search messages per query when using the RW strategy, for SL
and non-SL, for % = 0 and 0.5 (TREC-6)

Updating the Long-Range Links
The RS and the BS strategies are used for updating the long-range links. Notice
that, we do not explore % or SL at the same time, since they do not affect the rewiring
of long-range links. The retrieval performance of RS shows an average improvement
of about 5% over BS. In terms of message overhead, the RS strategy imposes around
15% more rewiring messages as it uses extra message traffic to discover peers with
dissimilar interests and presents almost the same number of search messages per
query compared to the BS strategy. From this set of experiments, we conclude that
the update strategy of the long-range links has small impact on the performance,
since both strategies perform similarly, with RS presenting slightly better retrieval
but also higher message traffic during rewiring.

Composite Rewiring
In the following, we combine the best strategies identified above. The corresponding
strategy is called composite rewiring and its performance is compared against (i)
the basic rewiring protocol presented in Section 3.3.3, (ii) the clustering approach
of Schmitz [Sch04] modified for a retrieval task and using the parameter values of
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of the retrieval performance of different rewiring protocols
(TREC-6)

Table 5.1 to obtain results comparable to our setting, and (iii) a message-bounded
flooding algorithm, i.e. a modified flooding strategy that terminates when reaching
a predetermined number of messages (in our case the number of messages of the
most efficient strategy). Message-bounded flooding was implemented to serve as a
baseline for the rest of the strategies.
Composite rewiring strategy uses the best strategies as identified in the previous
sections: (i) comparing the different forwarding strategies, the RW strategy presented the best performance, (ii) experimenting with different values for %, % = 0.5
resulted in the best retrieval performance, (iii) showing the effect of symmetric links,
the SL strategy achieved better retrieval performance with low communication cost,
and (iv) experimenting on strategies for updating the long-range links, the RS strategy performed slightly better than its competitor. Therefore, composite rewiring
consists of utilising the RW forwarding strategy, % = 0.5, the SL strategy for creating short-range links and the RS strategy for updating long-range links. This
combination is expected, according to the results presented earlier, to perform well
in terms of recall, while imposing lower message costs than competitors.
Figures 5.18 and 5.19 illustrate the retrieval performance and communication
load as a function of time for the different rewiring protocols. The data set used
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the communication overhead (in search messages) of different
rewiring protocols (TREC-6)

in this set of experiments is TREC-6. In Figure 5.18, we observe that composite
rewiring achieves an 97% increase in recall when compared to the basic rewiring,
and about 21% increase when compared to the approach of [Sch04]. In Figure 5.19
we observe that the composite strategy is the most efficient in terms of message
traffic (remember that flooding is message-bounded). Similar results have been also
obtained for the OHSUMED corpus.

Summing Up
The different rewiring components (as identified in Section 5.2) are: (i) GW, RW,
GW+RW, or inf-GW+RW strategy, (ii) % taking values in the interval [0, 1], (iii) SL
or non-SL strategy, and (iv) RS or BS strategy. There are many choices to combine
making up a range of possibilities worth exploring. In this section, we explored
the dependency of the retrievals on rewiring. Notice that different combinations
of rewiring strategies may emphasise recall and behave slightly worse in terms of
message costs, and vice versa.
When message traffic is in question, the inf-GW+RW strategy performs better,
while achieving reasonably high recall values. The RW strategy emphasises recall for
a small increase in message traffic (Figures 5.9 and 5.11). Setting % = 0 leads to in- 78 -
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Figure 5.20: Clustering coefficient c as a function of time for different forwarding strategies

creased traffic and moderate retrieval performance, while a value of 0.25 ≤ % ≤ 0.75,
achieves a good trade-off between traffic and retrieval effectiveness (Figures 5.12,
5.13 and 5.14). The SL strategy improves the overall system performance (Figures 5.15, 5.16 and 5.17), contrary to the updating strategy of long-range links that
shows no significant performance differences.

5.3.4

Turning to Clustering Quality Measures

The purpose of this set of experiments is to provide an alternative for measuring the
system performance: clustering quality measures that quantify and directly evaluate
the quality of network organisation. We evaluate the effectiveness of the clustering
coefficient and the clustering efficiency measures (presented in Chapter 4) under
the following settings: (i) when using different forwarding strategies and (ii) when
varying the refinement probability.

Using Different Forwarding Strategies
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 illustrate peer organisation as a function of time for the different forwarding strategies discussed in Section 5.2. Figure 5.20 presents the clustering
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Figure 5.21: Clustering efficiency κ as a function of time for different forwarding strategies

coefficient measure c, while Figure 5.21 presents results for the clustering efficiency
κ. At the beginning of the rewiring procedure (t = 4K) the values for both measures
are almost 0 (for all rewiring strategies), which is attributed to the poor network
organisation. When all peers have executed the rewiring protocol more than once
(t = 8K), we observe the curves of the clustering measures to designate the effect
of the different forwarding strategies on peer organisation. When the GW strategy
is used, the clustering measures reach low values (c = 0.33 and κ = 0.21) and by
this we can apparently allege that the network does not manage to reach an effective peer organisation. On the other hand, when one of the RW, GW+RW or
inf-GW+RW strategies is used, both clustering measures achieve higher values after
a small number of iterations. We can thus, turn out that these strategies manage to
efficiently and quickly organise the network and maintain an effective peer organisation. Figure 5.20 shows that the clustering coefficient reaches its highest value
(c = 0.69) when the GW+RW strategy is used, driving us to the conclusion that
the GW+RW strategy is the best choice for organising our network. However, the
results presented in Figure 5.21 points out that the RW strategy is the best strategy for organising the peers into clusters, since by using the RW strategy clustering
efficiency reaches its highest value (κ = 0.6).
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GW
RW
GW+RW
inf-GW+RW

c

gc

κ

0.33
0.58
0.69
0.61

0.48
0.49
0.60
0.58

0.22
0.60
0.52
0.57

Table 5.4: The values of clustering coefficient c, generalised clustering coefficient gc and
clustering efficiency κ in an organised network when using different forwarding strategies

We have also used the generalised clustering coefficient gc to evaluate the different
forwarding strategies. Table 5.4 presents the highest values achieved (t = 20K)
for each one of the clustering measures when using different forwarding strategies.
Since the different clustering measures give contradictory results, we associate the
performance of retrievals with the quality of clustering, in order to recommend the
clustering measure that better expresses the quality of network organisation. We
expect that the higher the clustering quality of the network is, the better the retrieval
performance should be.
The retrieval effectiveness of the network as a function of time for the different
forwarding strategies was illustrated in Figure 5.9. Remember that the GW strategy
improves recall only by 12%. The three other strategies present much higher values
of recall as the network gets organised: the RW strategy improves retrieval by
92% and achieves recall 0.63, the GW+RW strategy improves retrieval by 75% and
achieves recall 0.56, and the inf-GW+RW improves retrieval by 85% and achieves
recall 0.59.
Only the results obtained when using the clustering efficiency κ measure (Table 5.4) ranked the strategies in an order that corresponds to their retrieval performance and pointed out the RW strategy as the best strategy for organising the
network. We can thus, make out that clustering efficiency is a good measure to
evaluate network organisation, providing us with straightforward results concerning
the underlying network organisation: the highest the value of the clustering efficiency is, the better the underlying network organisation is (in terms of retrieval
effectiveness).
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Figure 5.22: Clustering coefficient c as a function of time for different values of %
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Figure 5.23: Clustering efficiency κ as a function of time for different values of %

Varying the Refinement Probability
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 illustrate an evaluation of network organisation over time
when varying the refinement probability %. In this set of experiments, we used
the RW strategy for the message forwarding, varied the values of % and observed
the way % affects network organisation. Figure 5.22 presents clustering coefficient
c for % = 0 (i.e., none of the forwarding peers uses the FindPeers() message
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%

c

gc

κ

0
1

0.22
0.58

0.53
0.49

0.62
0.59

Table 5.5: The values of clustering coefficient c, generalised clustering coefficient gc and
clustering efficiency κ in an organised network when using different values for %

to update its short-range links) and % = 1 (i.e., all of the forwarding peers use
the FindPeers() message to update their short-range links). Initially, clustering
coefficient is almost 0 for both values of %, which indicates that the network is not yet
organised into clusters of similar peers. Clustering coefficient increases as peers get
organised (t > 6K). The results indicate that when % = 1 the clustering coefficient
is much higher (c = 0.58) than in the case that % = 0 (c = 0.22), implying that a
better network organisation is achieved in the case that % = 1.
Figure 5.23 shows clustering efficiency κ as a function of time for % = 0 and % = 1
when using the RW strategy. Initially, clustering efficiency is almost 0 for both values
of %, which is attributed to poor network organisation. Clustering efficiency increases
as peers get organised (t > 8K). The results presented in the figure illustrate that
clustering efficiency is higher in the case that % = 0 (κ = 0.62), even though the
rate of increase is slower compared to the case that % = 1 (κ = 0.59). Notice that
in an organised network the value of κ achieved when % = 0 has not great difference
compared to the value of κ when % = 1.
Table 5.5 presents the highest values achieved (t = 20K) for each one of the
clustering measures when using different values of %. The different clustering measures indicate contradictory results concerning the values of the rewiring probability
parameter %. Clustering coefficient indicates that the network is much better organised when % = 1, while clustering efficiency and generalised clustering coefficient
indicate % = 0 as the best value and similar network organisations for both values
of %. We again use the performance of retrievals to opine on the quality of network
organisation and decide which clustering measure is more precise in expressing the
network organisation quality.
Retrieval effectiveness for both values of % as a function of time was illustrated in
Figures 5.12 and 5.13. Remember that when the network is unorganised (t = 4K)
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the queries cannot be routed efficiently resulting in low recall (around 35%). When
the network starts to organise into cohesive clusters (t = 6K), higher values of recall
are achieved for both values of %: when % = 0 the recall achieved (69%) is slightly
better than in the case that % = 1 (65%).
The results of retrieval effectiveness object to the results obtained when using
the clustering coefficient measure to evaluate the network organisation (Figure 5.22),
coincide though to the results obtained when using the clustering efficiency measure
(Figure 5.23). The retrieval performance points out the same value of % for organising the network highlighted also by the clustering efficiency and generalised
clustering coefficient measures, and indicates that both network organisations (either with % = 0 or with % = 1) have similar retrieval effectiveness. We conclude
that clustering efficiency measure is an effectual measure for evaluating network
organisation. Clustering efficiency provides insights on the underlying network organisation and reflects better the retrieval effectiveness of the network. For the rest
of the thesis recall and clustering efficiency will be both used to evaluate a rewiring
strategy.

5.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive study of both existing and innovative strategies for rewiring. We showed how peer organisation is affected by
the different design choices of the rewiring mechanism and how these choices affect
the performance of the system overall (both in terms of communication overhead
and retrieval effectiveness). The different rewiring components are: (i) GW, RW,
GW+RW, or inf-GW+RW strategy, (ii) % taking values in the interval [0, 1], (iii)
SL or non-SL strategy, and (iv) RS or BS strategy. The different choices for each
rewiring component provide us with many choices to combine making up a range of
possibilities worth exploring when designing peer rewiring.
We evaluated the proposed rewiring protocols using two real-world datasets with
web and medical documents. Our experimental evaluation with real-word data and
queries confirms the dependence between rewiring strategies and retrieval performance, and gives insights on the trade-offs involved in the selection of a rewiring
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strategy. Different combinations of rewiring strategies may emphasise recall and
behave slightly worse in terms of message costs. Subsequently, we identified a combination of components that outperforms existing rewiring protocols. We also, used
clustering measures as an alternative for evaluating the system performance. Our
results indicate that the clustering efficiency measure expresses network clustering
quality and reflects retrieval effectiveness.
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I

n this chapter, we evaluate iCluster protocols under churn. Section 6.1 introduces peer churn, presents our contributions and discusses related work in the

area. Section 6.2 presents a model of user behaviour and assumptions on peer arrivals and departures. A critical evaluation of the performance of iCluster in such a
dynamic setting is illustrated in Section 6.3, while Section 6.4 concludes the chapter.

6.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters we presented iCluster, an architecture that is able to
support full-fledged information retrieval in large-scale P2P networks. We provided
a better understanding of the functional issues related to the design and the performance of the rewiring protocols by answering fundamental questions, presented a
comprehensive study of both existing and innovative strategies for rewiring protocols
and showed how performance (in terms of retrieval effectiveness and communication
overhead) depends on each component of the rewiring protocol. Subsequently, we
identified a combination of components that outperforms existing rewiring protocols. We evaluated the proposed rewiring protocols using two real-world datasets
with web and medical documents.
Similarly to most research proposals dealing with information retrieval over semantic overlay networks, iCluster assumed an ideal scenario where peers never leave
or join the network. However, in real-world applications a peer joins the network
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when a user starts the application. While being connected, the user can contribute
its resources to the network or search for resources provided by other users. The
peer leaves the system when the user exits the application. Stutzbach and Rejaie
[SR06] define such a join-participate-leave cycle as a session. The independent arrival and departure of peers creates the collective effect called churn 1 . These user
driven dynamics of peer participation must be taken into account in both the design
and the evaluation of P2P applications, since the distribution of session length can
affect the overlay structure [SRS05], the resiliency of the overlay [LYRL07] and the
selection of key design parameters [LSK+ 05].
Modelling churn requires fine-grained and unbiased information about the arrival
and departure of peers in a network. This task is rather challenging due to the
large size and highly dynamic nature of P2P systems. Several measurement studies
(e.g., [GDS+ 03]) present a high level view of churn by analysing its characteristics
(e.g., median session length) in large scale P2P systems. All these studies result
in a distribution modelling session lengths. However, findings vary from Poisson to
heavy-tailed distributions. Stutzbach and Rejaie [SR06] identify the key challenges
in characterising churn, determine common pitfalls in measuring churn, such as
biased peer selection, which they believe are the main factors for the conflicting
results, and develop techniques to address these difficulties. Leonard et al. [LYRL07]
present a realistic model for peer lifetimes in P2P networks and investigate the
resilience of random graphs to lifetime-based peer failure. Yao et al. [YLWL06]
introduce a generic model that captures the heterogenous behaviour of peers. They
consider each peer as an alternating renewal process and consider that on-line/offline durations are independent and unique for each peer.
In this chapter, we consider a realistic dynamic scenario where peers join, participate, leave and re-join the network. iCluster is used to organise the network, route
queries and retrieve data to the interested users under such a dynamic setting. We
study the way churn affects system performance and identify the rewiring protocol
that performs efficiently (in terms of retrieval accuracy) under churn.

1

The naming is based on the English idiom to churn up, meaning to agitate or produce motion.
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Li,t

Li,t+1

Zi(t)

Di,t
Zj(t)

Figure 6.1: On-line and off-line behaviour for peers pi and pj

6.2

Modeling Peer Dynamics

We present the model of peer behaviour and specify assumptions on peer arrivals and departures based on the work in [YLWL06, LYRL07, SR06]. The model
takes into account heterogeneous browsing habits, formalises recurring user participation in P2P systems and explains the relationship between the various lifetime
distributions observable in P2P networks.
Churn Model. We consider a P2P network with N participating peers. Each peer
pi is either alive (i.e., present in the system) at a specific moment or dead (i.e.,
logged-off). This behaviour is modelled by a renewal process {Zi (t)} for each peer
pi as in [YLWL06]:

 1, p is alive at time t;
i
, 0≤i≤N
Zi (t) =

0, otherwise.

(6.1)

This framework is illustrated in Figure 6.1 that presents the renewal processes
{Zi (t)} and {Zj (t)} for peers pi and pj respectively. In the figure, t stands for the
time period and the random variables Li,t > 0 and Di,t > 0 represent respectively
the on-line and off-line durations for peer pi .
We next discuss the assumptions concerning this churn model:

1. To capture the independent nature of peers in a peer-to-peer system, we assume that peers behave independently of each other and processes {Zi (t)} and
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{Zj (t)} for any i 6= j are independent. This means that peers do not synchronise their arrivals or departures and generally exhibit uncorrelated lifetime
characteristics.
2. Although the model is generic enough to allow dependencies between cycle
lengths, without loss of generality we treat all lifetime2 and off-time processes
as independent and use identical distributed (iid) sets of variables. Thus, for
each process {Zi (t)} its on-line durations {Li,t } are described by some joint
distribution Fi (x) and its off-line durations {Di,t } are described by another
joint distribution Gi (x). This means that for each peer its on-line and off-line
durations are independent.
Lifetime Distribution. The on-line distribution commonly considered in the literature [YLWL06, LYRL07] is the heavy-tail (i.e., Pareto) distribution. The same
consideration holds for the off-line distribution. Pareto distribution was originally
used to describe the allocation of wealth among individuals since it seemed to show
rather well the way that a larger portion of the wealth of any society is owned by a
smaller percentage of the people in that society. This idea is sometimes expressed
more simply as the Pareto principle or the “80-20 rule” which says that 20% of
the population controls the 80% of the wealth [Ree01]. This idea is consistent with
real life peer-to-peer scenarios, in which the majority of the users have very small
lifetimes, while a handful of users stay connected for weeks contributing to the long
tails of the distribution. To allow for arbitrarily small lifetimes, a Pareto distribution
[YLWL06] is used to represent the on-line durations:
F (x) = 1 − (x/xm )−k , xm > 0, k > 1

(6.2)

with mean equal to (kxm )/(k − 1). Off-line durations are respectively represented
by an alike Pareto distribution G(x). Pareto distribution is parameterised by the
quantities xm and k, which respectively stand for the scale and the shape of the
distribution. The scale parameter sets the position of the left edge of the probability
density. The shape parameter determines the skewness of the distribution.
2

Notice that the on-line process of a peer is also called peer lifetime.
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Figure 6.2: Pareto probability density functions for xm = 1 and various values of k

According to the above definition, if x is Pareto distributed the probability density function (pdf) is:




f (x) =

(kxkm )/(xk+1 ) x > xm



0

(6.3)

x < xm

Figure 6.2 presents the probability density functions for xm = 1 and various values
of k.
Peer Availability. For convenience of notation, Yao et al. [YLWL06] define the
average on-line duration (or lifetime) of a peer pi as li = E[Li ] and its average offline duration as di = E[Di ]. The availability ai of peer pi , i.e. the probability that
pi is in the system at a random moment, is calculated [SGG02] as:
ai = lim P (Zi (t) = 1) =
t→∞

li
.
li + di

(6.4)

According to the above presented model, the only parameters that control a
peer’s availability are the on-line li and the off-line di durations. Note that these
parameters are independent and unique for each peer. Parameters li and di are
drawn independently from two Pareto distributions. Once pair (li , di ) is generated
for each peer pi , it remains constant for the entire evolution of the system.
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Generating Pareto Numbers. Gray et al. indicate the way for generating numbers that follow the Pareto distribution in [GSE+ 00]. Based on this work, we use
the following function to generate on-line li and off-line di durations for all N peers:
double pareto(long N , double h) {
n1 = log(h)/log(1.0 − h)
n2 = pow(randf (), n1 )
return ((1 + N ∗ n2 )/N )
}
Parameter h takes values in the range [0, 1) and determines the skewness of the
distribution. This function generates numbers in the interval (0, 1], which stand for
the on-line or off-line session lengths. The idea is that the first h × N peers get 1 − h
of the distribution. For example, if N = 25 and h = 0.20, then (1 − 0.20) × 100% =
80% of the distribution goes to the first 0.20 × 25 = 5 peers and (1 − 0.20) × 80%
= 64% of the distribution goes to the first peer (i.e., 0.20 × 5). It follows that the
lower the value of the parameter h is, the more steep the distribution will be contributing to the long-tail of the distribution. When generating on-line durations, a
skew distribution is interpreted to small peer lifetimes.

6.3

Experimental Evaluation

In the following, we evaluate iCluster under realistic peer churn scenario using
a real-life corpus with web data. In a static network (i.e., with peers never leaving
the network), the rewiring task finally converges to a stable network organisation.
In the case of a dynamic network, as peers leave and join the network eventually,
the network becomes de-organised. The independent arrival and departure of peers
affect the number of on-line peers, which in turn is reflected to the overlay network
structure. Yet retrieval effectiveness is shown to be bad in a randomly organised
network. Thus, the requirement for a rewiring mechanism is to be resilient to peer
churn (i.e., capable of maintaining the network organised at a low cost).
In what follows, we consider two different on-line session length distributions (by
giving different values to parameter h) that correspond to an easier (i.e., on average
85% of the peers are on-line at every moment) and a more difficult (i.e., on average
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75% of the peers are on-line at every moment) scenario. The experiments that follow
aim at evaluate the resiliency of iCluster under peer churn.

6.3.1

Performance Measures

To describe the effect of peer clustering, we use clustering efficiency κ as presented
in Chapter 4. Clustering efficiency takes values in the interval [0, 1]. The higher
the value of the clustering efficiency is the better the organisation of the network is
considered. The network traffic is measured by recording the number of messages
exchanged by the peers during rewiring or querying. The retrieval effectiveness is
evaluated using recall as the percentage of qualifying answers retrieved with respect
to the total number of qualifying answers available this time in the network. Notice
that precision is 100% in our approach, since only relevant documents are retrieved.

6.3.2

Experimental Testbed

Dataset. The dataset we use contains over 556,000 documents from the TREC63 collection clustered in 100 categories. This is the dataset also used to evaluate
iCluster and all the rewiring protocols in the previous chapters. The issued queries
are strong representatives of document categories (i.e., the topics of the categories).
Setup. We consider a P2P network with N participating peers. Each peer is
specialised in one category. At the bootstrapping, peers join the network and are
connected as described in Section 3.3.1. The base unit for time used in the experiments is the period t. The start of the rewiring procedure for each peer is randomly
chosen from the interval [0, 4K · t] and its periodicity is randomly selected from a
normal distribution of 2K · t, in the spirit of [Sch04]. For each peer pi (1 ≤ i ≤ N ),
a pair of parameters li and di is drawn independently from two Pareto distributions.
We generate these parameters according to the function presented in Section 6.2.
We consider a small convergence period where all peers participating in the network
are on-line (t ≤ 5K), then peers independently leave and join the network and we
explore the way peer churn affects the system performance.
3

http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/callan/Data/
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Figure 6.3: Lifetime distributions

Each peer periodically (e.g., when connecting to the network, or when its interests have changed) tries to find better neighbours by initiating the rewiring procedure. Since composite rewiring has proven efficient in terms of recall and message
traffic when evaluated in a static network (Section 5.3.3), we use this strategy as the
underlying protocol for organising the peers under this dynamic setting. Remember
that the components of composite rewiring are the RW forwarding strategy, % = 0.5,
the SL strategy for creating short-range links and the RS strategy for updating longrange links. Query processing is carried out as described in Section 3.3.4.
The size of the network is 2,000 peers. The baseline parameter values used for
this set of experiments are θ = 0.9, τR = 4, τf = 6 and τb = 2. Each peer stores 12
links to other peers, from which 33% are long-range links.
The simulator used to evaluate iCluster under churn was implemented in C/C++
and all experiments were run on a Linux machine. Our results were averaged over
25 runs (5 random initial network topologies and 5 runs for each topology).
Lifetime Distributions. We experimented with different values of the parameter h
that designates the skewness of the distribution. Figure 6.3(a) presents two different
on-line session length distributions. By definition, the most skewed the distribution
is, the smaller the lifetimes of the most peers are. The first case in Figure 6.3(a)
corresponds to a difficult scenario compared to the second case, since peers are
on-line for shorter time periods and leave the network more often.
Figure 6.3(b) illustrates the percentage of the peers that are off-line at any in- 94 -
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Figure 6.4: Clustering efficiency as a function of time

stance of time. In the first scenario the percentage of the peers that are logged-off
reaches up to 42% (for t = 11.5K), while in the second scenario the percentage of
the peers that are logged-off every moment is kept under 25%.

6.3.3

Evaluation Results

Rewiring Effectiveness
Figure 6.4 presents clustering efficiency as a measure of network organisation over
time. The plots presented in the figure concern the two dynamic scenarios discussed
in the previous section and a static network (i.e., when peers are continuously connected to the network) used as the baseline for our evaluation. We observe that
during the initial convergence period (t ≤ 5K) peers self-organise into clusters improving the clustering efficiency. In the case of the static network, rewiring finally
converges towards a stable network organisation and a constant value of clustering efficiency. In the case of the dynamic network, peers arbitrarily leave and join
the system and by this, links pointing to off-line peers as well as newly-connected
peers emerge. As a result, peer connections continuously change and peers try (by
rewiring) to recover network organisation, a situation continuously repeated.
As shown in Figure 6.4, the peer organisation protocol manages to organise the
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Figure 6.5: Rewiring messages as a function of time

network and clustering efficiency is eventually kept high compared to the unorganised network (t = 4K). Naturally, the network looses its clustering cohesion at
moments of high churn, as for example in the first case when t = 8K and 35% of
the peers are off-line, but the network manages to quickly recover in all cases. We
are thus, driven to the conclusion that iCluster manages to quickly reorganise the
network and keep the values of clustering efficiency high. Notice, by collating Figures 6.4 and 6.3(b), that clustering efficiency is narrowly related to the percentage
of peers that are off-line; when the percentage of off-line peers increases clustering
efficiency decreases, and vice versa.
In terms of rewiring messages, peer churn imposes a continuous need for peer
organisation, which in turn leads to continual message traffic. Figure 6.5 presents
the number of rewiring messages as a function of time. Notice that the most dynamic
the network is, the most peers need to rewire their links and the more the number
of the messages that traverse the network are needed. Figure 6.5 shows that 3
times more rewiring messages are sent on average in the first scenario (where offline session lengths are larger) compared to the second scenario that is considered
easier. Compared to a static network, the rewiring task needs on average 2 times
more and on the worst case 7 times more messages when operating under a dynamic
network. As a conclusion, iCluster manages to keep the network organised at the
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exchange of high network traffic.

Retrieval Effectiveness
Figure 6.6 presents the performance of retrievals under churn as a function of time.
In this figure, we observe that recall attains high values throughout the entire evolution of the system. In particular, during the initial convergence period (t ≤ 5K),
the peers self-organise into clusters and the retrieval performance is almost doubled
compared to the initial unorganised network. After this point, peers leave and rejoin the network. Because of this, links pointing to off-line peers or to non-organised
peers, as well as newly joined peers emerge. The arbitrarily connected peers naturally cause troubles to the retrieval performance of the network. However, Figure 6.6
shows that recall is always kept high (in the the worst case of the second scenario
(t = 10.5K) recall is 55% better compared to the recall on an unorganised network).
This remark coincides with the results presented in Figure 6.4 inducting thus, that
the network recovers quickly and that iCluster proves to be resilient to peer churn.
Figure 6.7 shows the number of messages per query over time for the two different scenarios. When the network is not organised (t = 4K), a high number of search
messages are needed to retrieve the available data relevant to a query. However, this
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message overhead is decreased (more that 85%) as peers continuously get organised
into clusters with similar interests. Notice though, that the number of search messages is kept low throughout the evolution of the system, regardless the continuous
changes in network structure. This happens because the number of search messages
is related to the number of neighbouring peers (see Section 3.3.4), that under a
dynamic scenario is interpreted to the number of available neighbouring peers. In
cases of high churn, a noticeable number of peers have gone off-line, the network size
has been reduced and the overlay has lost its structure. The rewiring mechanism
reinstates the network organisation, but the number of search messages is kept low
since many peers are off-line and the neighborhoods are sparse populated. To show
proof of concept, notice that the lower number of messages is achieved in the first
scenario when the percentage of off-line peers is the higher perceived (t = 11.5K).
Summing Up
Summarising, the overlay structure is directly related to peer churn (Figure 6.3): the
more dynamic the network is, the more often peers connect to and disconnect from
the network affecting the organisation of the network. Figure 6.4 shows that iCluster
tries and eventually manages to retain a clustered organisation of peers by rewiring.
However, Figure 6.5 indicates that this organisation does not come for free. Network
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organisation affects in turn retrieval performance. iCluster manages to retain high
values of recall and low values of search messages per query (Figures 6.6 and 6.7)
by keeping the network organised even under high peer churn.

6.4

Conclusions

We presented a model that describes peer behaviour and specified assumptions
on peer arrivals and departures. Peer churn affects directly the overlay network. In
turn, the arbitrarily changing overlay affects both the network organisation and the
content availability. Under such a dynamic setting, iCluster was utilised to organise
the network and retrieve data to the interested users. To the best of our knowledge,
this is first study concerning the way rewiring is affected by and deals with the
dynamic behaviour of the peers.
We evaluated iCluster using a real-life corpus with web data and studied the way
peer churn affects the system performance. Since composite rewiring has proven
efficient in terms of recall and message traffic when evaluated in a static network
(Chapter 5), we used this strategy as the underlying protocol for organising the
peers under such a dynamic setting. Composite strategy proved efficient in dynamic
settings and iCluster managed to retain a clustered organisation of peers by rewiring.
Specifically, iCluster exchanged increased rewiring network traffic for high retrieval
performance (in terms of recall and search messages).
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Digital Library Use Case

I

n this chapter, we introduce iClusterDL, a novel P2P architecture supporting
self-organising digital libraries. Section 7.1 introduces the main characteristics

of this digital library use case and discusses some related work in this area. A highlevel view of iClusterDL architecture including the involved components is presented
in Section 7.2, whereas Section 7.3 explains in detail the protocols for providing
retrieval and filtering functionality. A critical evaluation of the performance of
iClusterDL is presented in Section 7.4, followed by the conclusions in Section 7.5.

7.1

Introduction

Currently, document collections are fragmented across different Digital Libraries
(DLs) due to copyright issues that prevent the owners to share their documents. To
deal with this issue, a number of P2P architectures, that allow users to transparently
search these data collections, have emerged as a natural solution to the problem of
search in distributed digital libraries. Most of these architectures use structured
overlay networks1 (e.g., [ZTW07, TIK05, SCL+ 05]) as the underlying routing infrastructure. In this chapter, we introduce iClusterDL, a novel P2P architecture
supporting self-organising DLs that demonstrates (i) the feasibility of supporting
rich query models without resorting to structured overlays and (ii) the benefits de-

1

Structure overlay networks reside mainly on distributed hash tables (e.g., [SMLN+ 03,
RFH+ 01]), which provide accurate location mechanisms.
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rived from a looser organisation of system components. iClusterDL is build upon
a two-tier version of the iCluster architecture and is designed to support retrieval
and filtering functionality. iClusterDL along with the protocols that regulate peer
interactions are presented in [RPTW08].
iClusterDL relies on the idea of organising digital libraries into semantic overlay networks. In this framework, digital libraries are linked by virtue of containing
similar information. Building upon a P2P model, iClusterDL consists of three general types of peers namely information providers (contributing documents to the
network), information consumers (seeking for existing information) and super-peers
(acting as access points for clients and providers). Super-peers self-organise into
a semantic overlay network to offer a robust, fault-tolerant and scalable means for
routing messages and managing queries. The description of each super-peer is derived from the descriptions of the providers connected to it, allowing super-peers to
organise into clusters of similar content.
iClusterDL is designed to support both information retrieval (IR) and information filtering (IF) functionality. In an IR scenario, a user poses a one-time query
and the system returns all resources matching the query (e.g., all currently available
documents relevant to the query). In an IF scenario, a user submits a continuous
query and waits to be notified about certain future events of interest (i.e., about
newly published documents relevant to the continuous query). With today’s information explosion, IF becomes a necessary component for DLs since it provides
the tools to keep the users informed, while not imposing the effort and cognitive
overload of periodic one-time queries.
As an example of an application scenario for iClusterDL let us consider a computer scientist whose main field of expertise is “information retrieval”. Our scientist
is mainly interested in retrieving scientific publications on his topic of interest and
also, in following the work of prominent researchers in the area. He regularly uses
the digital library of his department and also other digital libraries to search for new
papers in the area. Even though searching for interesting papers this week turned
up nothing, a search next week may return new information. Clearly, a system that
is able to integrate a big number of relative sources and also capture his long-term
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information need would be a valuable tool that would allow him to save both time
and effort.
In our example scenario, consider a university comprised of geographically distributed campuses that maintain their local digital libraries. In the context of
iClusterDL, each campus implements and maintains its own super-peer, which serves
as an access point for the provider representing the campus’ DL and the clients
deployed by end-users (e.g., students or faculty) querying for information. Other
super-peers may also be deployed by larger institutions, like research centers or content providers (e.g., CiteSeer, ACM, Springer), to provide access points for their
employees and make the contents of their DLs available in a timely way.
iClusterDL offers an infrastructure, based on concepts from P2P systems, for
organising the super-peers in a scalable, efficient and self-organising architecture.
This architecture (i) allows for seamless integration of information sources (since
different DLs and other content providers offer the same querying interface through
the iClusterDL system to the end-user), (ii) enhances fault tolerance (since it avoids
centralised components that introduce bottlenecks and single points of failure) and
(iii) requires no central administration authority (since each participant is responsible for the administration and maintenance of its own (super-) peers).
To the best of our knowledge, iClusterDL is the first approach towards efficient
organisation of digital libraries in semantic overlay networks that supports both
retrieval and filtering functionality. The proposed architecture is automatic (requires no intervention and minimal administration), general (requires no previous
knowledge of the DL contents and works for any type of data model or content),
adaptive (adjusts to changes of DL contents), efficient (offers fast query processing)
and accurate (achieves high recall).

7.2

The iClusterDL Architecture

Figure 7.1 illustrates an overview of the iClusterDL architecture composed of
three main components: super-peers, providers and clients.
Super-peers represent the message routing layer of the network. Super-peers
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Figure 7.1: A high-level view of the iClusterDL architecture

are nodes with more capabilities than provider or client peers (e.g., more cpu power
and bandwidth), are responsible for serving information producers (providers) and
information consumers (clients), and act as their access points to iClusterDL network. Super-peers run the peer organisation protocol and form clusters based on
their likelihood to contain similar content. Each super-peer is characterised by the
information content of the providers that use it as an access point and maintains
a routing index holding information for short-range and long-range links to other
super-peers: short-range links correspond to intra-cluster information (i.e., links to
super-peers with similar interests) and long-range links correspond to inter-cluster
information (i.e., links to super-peers having different interests). In the iClusterDL
architecture, the role of super-peers is multi-fold: they act as the glue between information producers and information consumers, build a distributed self-organising
repository that can be queried efficiently, store continuous queries submitted by information consumers to match them against newly published documents, and serve
as a robust, fault-tolerant and scalable routing infrastructure.
Provider peers stand for information sources exposing their contents to the
clients of the iClusterDL network. A provider connects to the network through
a super-peer (its access point). Providers store locally their documents and answer one-time queries. Each document is represented by a vector of terms in the
spirit of vector space model (VSM) [Sal89], which may be either automatically (by
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text analysis) or manually assigned to each document (e.g., tags or index terms).
To identify its interests, a provider categorises its documents (each document may
belong in multiple categories) using an external reference system (e.g., the ACM
categorisation system), an ontology, or unsupervised clustering methods [SKK00].
Since documents are represented by term vectors, naturally a provider’s interest is
also represented by the centroid (i.e., the mean vector of the vector representations
of the documents it contains). The interests of a provider are then used to determine
the interests of the super-peer that acts as an access point for the provider.
Client peers provide an interface to end-users searching or subscribing for data.
Clients can pose one-time queries and receive answers, or subscribe to resource
publications and receive notifications about published resources that match their
interests. A client connects to the network through a single super-peer (its access
point). Clients can connect, disconnect or even leave the system at any time. If
clients are not on-line, notifications matching their interests are stored by their
access points and delivered once clients reconnect.

7.3

The iClusterDL Protocols

The main idea behind iClusterDL is to let super-peers (i.e., digital libraries) selforganise into clusters of similar interests and then address (or monitor) the most
promising cluster of super-peers with respect to a one-time (or continuous) query.
In this section, we discuss the protocols that specify how peers join and leave the
network, how super-peers self-organise into clusters, and how query processing for
both one-time or continuous query and document publication are carried out.

7.3.1

Provider and Client Join

The first time a provider pi wants to connect to the iClusterDL network, it has to
follow the join protocol. Initially, pi categorises its documents and stores its interests
in I(pi ). To join the network, pi finds the IP address of a super-peer spj using out-ofband means (e.g., via a secure web site that contains IP addresses for the super-peers
that are currently online) and sends to spj a NewP= (id(pi ), ip(pi ), I(pi )) message,
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where id(pi ) is the identifier of pi created when the provider bootstraps and is used
to support dynamic IP addressing and ip(pi ) is the IP address of pi . Subsequently,
spj adds pi in its provider table (P Tj ), which is a table used for identifying the
providers that use spj as their access point. P Tj is used to associate the id() of
a provider peer with its last known IP address and also, stores information such
as the status of the peer (connected/disconnected). Finally, spj sends to pi an
acknowledgement message AckP= (id(spj ), ip(spj )). Once pi has joined, it can use
the connect/disconnect protocol described next to connect to and disconnect from
the network.
Clients use a similar protocol to join the iClusterDL network. When a client
ci wants to connect for the first time, it sends a NewC= (id(ci ), ip(ci )) message
to its access point spj and is subsequently added to the client table (CTj ) of spj .
Similarly, CTj is used to store contact and status information for the client peers,
along with non-delivered notifications (e.g., due to a client peer being offline).

7.3.2

Provider and Client Connect/Disconnect

A provider pi connects to the network by addressing a ConnectP= (id(pi ), ip(pi ))
message to its access point spj . If id(pi ) exists in the provider table P Tj then pi
is marked as connected, otherwise this means that spj is not the access point of pi
and that pi wants to migrate to another super-peer. In this case, the connection
request is rejected and the provider pi has to run the join protocol described in
the previous section to connect and use spj as its access point. When a provider pi
wants to disconnect, it sends to its access point spj a DisconnectP= (id(pi ), ip(pi ))
message and spj marks provider pi as disconnected in its provider table P Tj .
Clients connect to or disconnect from the network in a similar way, but spj has
also to make sure that a disconnected client ci will not miss notifications about
resources of interest while not online. Thus, notifications for an offline client peer ci
are stored in the client table CTj of spj and wait to be delivered upon reconnection
of client ci .
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7.3.3

Super-Peer Join

To join the iClusterDL network, a super-peer spi must compute the list of its interests
S
I(spi ) as ∀pj ∈P Ti I(pj ) in order to identify itself in the network. For each distinct
interest Iik ∈ I(spi ), spi maintains an individual routing index RIik , which contains
short-range links that point to super-peers with similar interests and long-range links
that point to super-peers with different interests. During the joining procedure of
spi , the routing index is initialised as follows: spi collects in RIik (i) the IP addresses
of s randomly selected super-peers or (ii) the routing index entries of neighbouring
super-peers. These links will be refined according to the interest Iik of spi using the
super-peer organisation protocol described in the next section.

7.3.4

Super-Peer Organisation

Super-peer organisation proceeds by establishing new connections and by discarding old (or outdated) ones, producing this way clusters of super-peers with similar
interests. Each super-peer spi periodically initiates a rewiring procedure. For each
interest Iik , spi computes the intra-cluster similarity N Sik as:
N Sik =

X
1
·
sim(Iik , Ijy ),
s ∀sp ∈RI
j

(7.1)

ik

where s is the number of short-range links (super-peers in the neighborhood of spi )
with respect to interest Iik , spj is a super-peer that is on-line contained in the RIik ,
Ijy is the interest of spj stored in RIik and sim() can be any appropriate similarity
function between peer interests. If N Sik is greater than a threshold θ then spi
does not need to take any further action since it is surrounded by similar superpeers. Otherwise, spi initiates a cluster refinement process by issuing FindPeers=
(id(spi ), ip(spi ), Iik , L, τR ) message, where L is a list initially empty and τR is the
time-to-live (TTL) of the message. Notice that both θ and τR are system parameters
that are tuned upon system bootstrapping.
A super-peer spj receiving the message computes the similarity between each one
of its interests Ijx , 1 ≤ x ≤ n, with interest Iik in FindPeers() message, appends
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Procedure Rewiring(spi , Iik , τR , θ, m)
A procedure initiated by a super-peer spi whenever its
neighborhood similarity N Sik drops below θ.
input: super-peer spi with interest Iik and routing index RIik
output: updated routing indexes

1: compute N Sik =

1
s

·

P
∀pj ∈RIik

sim(Iik , Ijy )

2: if N Sik < θ then
3: L ← { }
4: create FindPeers()
5: spl ← spi
6: repeat
7:
send FindPeers() to
m random neighbours of spn
8:
let spj be a neighbour of spn receiving FindPeers() and
Ijy the interest of spj that is most similar to Ilk
9:
spj generates a random number x
10: if x ≤ % then
11:
update RIjy with information from L
12: L ← L :: hip(spj ), Ijy i
13: spl ← every spj receiving FindPeers()
14: τR ← τR − 1
15: until τR = 0
16: return list L to spi
17: update RIik with information from L
Figure 7.2: The super-peer rewiring protocol

to L the interest Ijy resulted in the maximum similarity value, reduces τR by 1 and
forwards FindPeers() message to its neighbouring super-peers. When τR = 0, the
FindPeers() message is sent back to the message initiator spi . During the message
forwarding procedure, a message recipient spj chooses to forward FindPeers()
message to a set of m randomly chosen super-peers contained in spj ’s routing index
RIjy . To further clarify the rewiring procedure, Figure 7.2 presents the pseudocode
for super-peer organisation.
A super-peer spj receiving FindPeers() message may also collect with proba- 108 -
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bility 50% (remember the refinement parameter % = 0.5 described in Section 5.2)
information about new super-peers with similar interests by examining the interests
of previous message recipients. This new information is then used to update the
routing index RIjy of spj by replacing old short-range links corresponding to superpeers with less similar interests with new links corresponding to super-peers with
more similar interests.

7.3.5

IR: Processing One-Time Queries

Let us assume that a client ci wants to submit a query q, where q is a term vector.
Initially, ci sends a SubmitQ= (id(ci ), ip(ci ), q) message to its access point spj .
Upon receival of a SubmitQ() message, spj compares q against its interests Ijx (1 ≤
x ≤ n) and selects the interest Ijy for which Ijy = max(sim(q, Ijx )) holds (i.e., the
most similar interest to the query). If sim(q, Ijy ) ≥ θ, then spj creates a Query=
(id(spj ), ip(spj ), id(ci ), ip(ci ), q, τb ) message, where τb is the query TTL, and forwards
it to all its short-range links in RIjy . In this way, peer spj broadcasts the message
to its neighborhood. This broadcasting happens because spj has identified that the
query is close to its interest and by this its is implied that the query may also be
close to the interests of spj ’s neighbours.
If sim(q, Ijy ) < θ, spj forwards the Query() message with TTL τf to the m
super-peers contained in its routing index with interests most similar to q. In this
case m is usually small and this query forwarding technique is referred as fixed
forwarding, since the query is forwarded through a limited number of paths until
it finds a similar cluster. All forwarding super-peers execute the aforementioned
protocol and reduce τf by one at each step of the forwarding procedure. Notice that
the value of the TTL in the case of broadcasting is not the same with that of fixed
forwarding; typically the TTL is smaller when broadcasting (since we need to reach
super-peers only a few hops away) and larger when performing a fixed forwarding
(since we need to explore regions of the network that are possibly far away from the
initiating super-peer).
Apart from query forwarding, each super-peer spk , for which sim(q, spk ) ≥ θ
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holds, applies the following procedure for retrieving documents similar to q. It
constructs a FindRes= (id(spj ), ip(spj ), q) message and sends it to all providers
with interests similar to q, by examining its provider table P Tk . Once a provider
peer pl receives a FindRes() message, it matches q against its local document
collection to retrieve all documents matching q. The provider peer ranks the local results according to their relevance to the query, creates a result list rl of the
form hd, m(d), Sim(q, d)i, where d is a pointer to a document, m(d) are metadata about d and sim(q, d) is the similarity between q and d, and sends a RetRes= (id(pl ), ip(pl ), rl ) message to spj (notice that spj is the super-peer that
initiated the querying procedure on behalf of client ci ). In this way, spj collects the
local result lists of the relevant providers contacted and uses them to compute a
final result list R that is sent to the client peer ci and presented to the user.

7.3.6

IF: Processing Continuous Queries

In the following, the protocols of Section 7.3.5 are adjusted appropriately to support
IF functionality.
Subscribing with a Continuous Query: Let us assume that a client ci wants
to submit a continuous query cq. Initially, ci sends a SubmitCQ= (id(ci ), ip(ci ), cq)
message to its access point spj . Super-peer spj initiates a
CQuery= (id(spj ), ip(spj ), id(ci ), ip(ci ), cq, τq ) message. The message is forwarded
in the super-peer network following the mechanism described in Section 7.3.5. A
super-peer spk that receives a continuous query cq similar to some of its interests (i.e.,
sim(cq, Iky ) ≥ θ), stores cq in its local continuous query data structures to match
it against future publications. Super-peer spk will utilise these data structures at
publication time to find quickly all continuous queries that match a publication. This
can be done using an appropriate local filtering algorithm such as SQI [YGM99].
Figure 7.3 presents the pseudocode for continuous query routing.
Publishing a New Document: Publications in iClusterDL are kept locally
at each provider in the spirit of [ZTW07]. This lack of publication dissemination
mechanism is a design decision that avoids document-granularity dissemination (e.g.,
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Procedure CQuery Routing(cq, spi , τb , τf , θ, m)
A super-peer spi compares the continuous query cq towards its interests,
decides whether to store it in its local continuous query data structures and
forwards cq to the super-peer network.
input: query q issued by super-peer spi
output: updated continuous query data structures

1: compare cq against interests Iix , where 1 ≤ x ≤ n
and select Iiy that is the interest most similar to cq
2: initiate message CQUERY()
3: if sim(cq, Iiy ) ≥ θ then
4: store cq in local data structures
5: forward CQUERY() to all short-range links in RIiy
6: τb ← τb − 1
7: else
8: forward CQUERY() to m neighbours of spi that are the most similar to cq
9: τf ← τf − 1
10: do the same for the neighbours of spi
11: repeat until τf = 0 or τb = 0
Figure 7.3: The continuous query routing protocol

as in [ZTW07]) and offers increased scalability by trading recall. Thus, only the
corresponding super-peers (i.e., those indexing a continuous query cq) can notify
a client ci , although provider peers using other super-peers as access points may
also publish relevant documents. When a provider peer pj wants to publish a new
document d to the network, it sends the document to its access point spk and then,
the super-peer spk is responsible for matching d against its local continuous query
database to decide which continuous queries match d and thus, which clients should
be notified.
At pre-specified intervals or when the document collection of a provider peer pj
has changed significantly, pj recomputes its interests and informs its corresponding
access point by sending a RefreshInt= (id(pj ), ip(pj ), I(pj )) message. Subsequently, the super-peer that acts as the access point of pj changes the respective
record in its provider table and refreshes the list of pj ’s interests.
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Notification Delivery: Let us assume that a super-peer spi has to deliver a
notification for a continuous query cq to the client cj . It creates a
Notify= (id(pl ), ip(pl ), d, m(d), cq) message, where d is a pointer to the document
matching cq, m(d) are metadata about d and pl is the provider that published d, and
sends it to cj . If cj is not online, then si sends the message to the access point spk of
cj , using ip(spk ) associated with cq. Super-peer spk is then responsible for storing
the message in its client table and delivering it to client peer cj upon reconnection.

7.3.7

Discussion

iClusterDL is highly dynamic as it allows for random insertions or deletions of
all peer types, as well as for insertions or deletions of new documents. All peer
insertions/deletions are performed in a local manner (affecting only entries in local
super-peer data structures in the case of provider or client peers and super-peer
routing indexes in the case of super-peers) and the network self-organises to a new
stable state after a few iterations of the rewiring protocol. In this way, iClusterDL
is based solely on local interactions, requiring no previous knowledge of the network
structure or of the overall content in the network. The messaging cost to maintain
the network clustered is dampened at query time by the fast and efficient search
mechanism. To further improve the search mechanism, iClusterDL maintains a
fixed number of long-range links (i.e., links to other clusters) in the routing indexes
of the super-peers. These links provide shortcuts to other clusters and prevent them
from forming disconnected communities that are inaccessible by others.
Notice that methods assuming one interest per super-peer [NWQ+ 02, Sch04]
(specialisation assumption) will not perform well under a digital library setting: the
description of a super-peer would either reflect the contents of its strongest interest
(i.e., the interest of the provider with the largest document collection) ignoring
all other interests, or result in a single category representing the averaging over
the document collections of the super-peer’s providers. This would result in poor
retrieval performance as queries (even very specific ones) would be addressing highly
incoherent clusters of super-peers. To avoid this in iClusterDL providers and superpeers use multiple interests obtained by document categorisation.
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7.4

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the proposed protocols using two real-life corpora
with web and medical data and compare them against a baseline flooding approach.

7.4.1

Performance Measures

As it is typical in the evaluation of information retrieval systems, performance is
measured in terms of network traffic and retrieval effectiveness. The network traffic
is measured by recording the number of messages exchanged by the super-peers
during rewiring or querying. The retrieval effectiveness is evaluated using recall
as the percentage of qualifying answers retrieved with respect to the total number
of qualifying answers in the network. The filtering effectiveness is evaluated using
recall as the percentage of total number of notifications received with respect to the
total number of published documents matching a subscription in a time window.

7.4.2

Experimental Testbed

Dataset. The first dataset contains over 556,000 web documents from the TREC-62
collection belonging in 100 categories. Notice that this dataset has been previously
used by Xu and Croft [XC99] to evaluate information retrieval algorithms over distributed document collections for scenarios similar to the ones of the digital library
domain. The second dataset is a subset of the OHSUMED TREC3 document collection that contains over 30,000 medical articles from 10 different categories as
suggested in [SKK00]. The one-time and continuous queries that were employed are
strong representatives of the document categories (i.e., the topics of the categories).
Setup. We consider N loosely-connected super-peers. Each provider is specialised
in one category, while we pose no restrictions on which providers connect to a superpeer. Thus, a super-peer may have providers with different interests and be subsequently part of many different clusters. Each super-peer periodically tries to find
better neighbours by initiating the rewiring procedure. The base unit for time used
2
3

http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/callan/Data/
http://trec.nist.gov/data/t9 filtering.html
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Figure 7.4: Recall over time for both IR and IF scenarios using two real-life corpora

is the period t. The start of the rewiring procedure for each peer is randomly chosen
from the interval [0, 4K · t] and its periodicity is randomly selected from a normal
distribution of 2K · t, in the spirit of [Sch04]. We start recording the network activity at time 4K · t, when all super-peers have initiated at least once the rewiring
procedure. The size of the network is 2,000 super-peers. The baseline parameter
values used for this set of experiments are θ = 0.9, τR = 4, τb = 2 and τf = 8.
The simulator used to evaluate iClusterDL is implemented in C/C++ and all
experiments were run on a Linux machine. Our results were averaged over 25 runs
(5 random initial network topologies and 5 runs for each topology).

7.4.3

Evaluation Results

Retrieval and Filtering Effectiveness
Figure 7.4 illustrates the performance of iClusterDL as a function of time for both
datasets. Due to the similar query routing protocol, recall for both retrieval and
filtering scenarios has similar behaviour. When the super-peer network is not yet
fully organised into clusters of similar super-peers (t = 4K) the queries cannot be
routed towards the appropriate super-peers, thus reaching low recall values (around
35% for the TREC-6 corpus and 20% for the OHSUMED corpus). When the network
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Figure 7.5: Recall for iClusterDL and Flooding using the same number of messages
(TREC-6)

becomes organised into cohesive clusters (t ≥ 6K), iClusterDL achieves high values
of recall (over 60%) for all examined scenarios.
Figure 7.5 illustrates a comparison of the performance of iClusterDL against the
flooding approach limited to the same number of messages, for different sizes of
the network using the TREC-6 corpus (the results are similar for the OHSUMED
dataset). iClusterDL demonstrates significant performance improvement over flooding, which increases with network size reaching up to 8 times better recall. In fact,
iClusterDL scales up well for large networks (only 20% decrease of recall for 400%
increase in network size).

Message Costs
Figure 7.6 shows the number of messages needed over time for the self-organisation
of the super-peers. Initially, the network presents a message overhead in terms of
organisation messages, which is greatly reduced after the network organises into
coherent clusters. The organisation messages for TREC-6 are higher due to the
higher number of clusters created, which in turn is an effect of the higher number
of document categories. However, after the organisation of the super-peers, the
rewiring protocol is able to maintain an effective super-peer organisation at a small
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communication cost.
Figure 7.7 shows the number of messages per (continuous) query over time.
When the network is not yet organised into coherent neighborhoods (left-most points
in the x-axis), iClusterDL needs high number of search messages to achieve the
recall shown in Figure 7.4. However, this message overhead is decreased (over 12%
decrease for the OHSUMED corpus and 100% decrease for the TREC-6 corpus) as
the super-peers get organised into clusters with similar interests (right-most points
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in the x-axis). The search messages for the OHSUMED corpus are higher due to the
higher number of peers per cluster. Figures 7.7 and 7.4 demonstrate that iClusterDL
manages to effectively organise the network, as retrieval and filtering performance
improves for much less communication overhead.

7.5

Conclusions

In this chapter, we introduced iClusterDL, a novel P2P architecture supporting
self-organising digital libraries that demonstrates (i) the feasibility of supporting rich
query models without resorting to structured overlays and (ii) the benefits derived
from a looser organisation of system components. iClusterDL is build upon a twotier version of the iCluster architecture and is designed to support retrieval and
filtering functionality under a single unifying framework. We evaluated iClusterDL
using two real-life corpora with web and medical documents.
To the best of our knowledge, iClusterDL is the first comprehensive architecture
that exploits semantic overlay networks to provide a framework for self-organised
and self-managed digital libraries that can offer a rich quiver of tools to end-users.
Our architecture maintains a flat structure of clusters with no representatives and
the communication can be routed through any peer within a cluster, thus avoiding
bottlenecks. Moreover, iClusterDL architecture supports IF functionality (in addition to IR) at no extra communication cost. The proposed architecture is automatic
(requires no intervention and minimal administration), general (requires no previous
knowledge of the DL contents and works for any type of data model or content),
adaptive (adjusts to changes of DL contents), efficient (offers fast query processing)
and accurate (achieves high recall).
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T

his last chapter presents a brief summary (Section 8.1) and highlights the
main contributions (Section 8.2) of the research conducted in this thesis.

Section 8.3 discusses possible extensions to the presented work and elaborates on
open research questions including load balancing, replication and caching and the
applicability of our work to modern application domains.

8.1

Overview

Recently, the P2P paradigm has moved towards distributed data management
systems that are able to offer information retrieval or information filtering functionality. The main advantage of P2P is its ability to handle huge amounts of
data in a decentralised and self-organising manner. The characteristics of P2P offer
high potential benefit for information systems regarding scalability, efficiency, and
resilience to failures and dynamics. Such an information management system can
potentially benefit from the intellectual input of a large user community participating in the data sharing network. Peers are organised based upon the idea of sharing
data using loose P2P architectures assuming neither a specific network structure
nor total control over the location of the data. These P2P architectures offer better
support of semantics due to their ability to provide mechanisms for approximate,
range, or text queries, and emphasise on peer autonomy.
The main challenge addressed in this thesis is to improve retrieval performance
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(in terms of improved retrieval accuracy and reduced network load) by means of
rewiring. Most of the research proposals assume a fixed rewiring procedure for
creating semantic overlay networks and search the network by exploiting certain
architectural or modelling aspects of this organisation. The work presented in this
thesis carries the existing research one step further and suggests that the rewiring
strategy employed by a system can affect its retrieval performance. The notions of
peer rewiring and network performance are investigated and taken into account in
designing an effective (in terms of retrieval performance) rewiring strategy. A number of choices in designing a rewiring strategy are considered and all are implemented
and evaluated in a realistic setting using real-world data and queries.
The research presented in this thesis offers the ability to identify the functional issues related to the design and the performance of any rewiring strategy by answering
fundamental questions. The different rewiring strategies are thoroughly discussed
and evaluated using real-world data and queries. Based on insight acquired by answering these questions, this thesis proposes optimisations to the rewiring protocol
used both for information retrieval and information filtering functionality in a fully
decentralised and dynamic setting. The most promising rewiring strategy is finally
designed based on the evaluation of the alternative network configurations and on
the analysis of their performance.

8.2

Contributions

This thesis presents iCluster , a decentralised P2P architecture that ensures scalability, robustness and fault-tolerance for providing improved network performance
by means of an effective (in terms of retrieval accuracy) rewiring strategy. The
rewiring strategies are proposed, discussed and evaluated in this work.
Similarly to unstructured P2P systems, iCluster keeps a completely decentralised
architecture where no peer is more important than any other. Similarly to SONbased systems, iCluster applies a periodic rewiring protocol to cluster peers with
similar interests and a fireworks-like technique to route queries within the network.
The interests of a peer are identified by its local document collection and each
peer has a tunable and dynamic number of interests depending on its capabilities,
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collection size and content diversity. iCluster is the first system to overcome the specialisation assumption common in semantic overlay networks. iCluster architecture
along with the corresponding protocols is presented in [RP08b].
Contrary to other approaches, the focus of this thesis is on the rewiring protocol
that is (periodically) executed independently by each peer for the purpose of improving network organisation. We introduced the functional issues related to peer
rewiring and investigated the way that the rewiring strategy employed by a system
can affect retrieval performance. This study is thoroughly presented in [RPT09].
Specifically, we considered and discussed a number of choices in designing a
rewiring strategy by answering the following fundamental questions: (i) what is
an appropriate forwarding strategy for rewiring messages within a SON, (ii) what
information should be used to update peer connections, (iii) should peer connections
be bi-directional or just one-directional, (iv) how coherent and well-connected should
a cluster of similar peers be? We considered all the possible design choices turned
up by these questions and implemented different rewiring protocols. These rewiring
protocols were thoroughly discussed and evaluated using real-world data and queries.
Based on insight acquired by answering the above questions and on the analysis of
the experimental results, we proposed optimisations to the rewiring protocol and
sketched the most promising rewiring strategy.
This thesis introduced a network clustering measure, called clustering efficiency κ,
in a attempt to describe and quantify the connectivity of the network in a formal way.
An experimental evaluation investigated the usefulness of the proposed measure in
estimating the connectivity of the underlying network when using different rewiring
strategies. This part of our work is presented in [RP08a].
In real-world applications a peer joins the network when a user starts the application and a peer leaves the system when the user exits the application. Contrary to
other approaches, we took into account these user-driven dynamics of peer participation in both the design and evaluation of the P2P system proposed in this thesis.
We actually moved towards a realistic scenario where peers join, participate, leave
and re-join the network. iCluster was utilised to organise the network and retrieve
data to the interested users under such a dynamic setting. We considered that peers
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and data follow appropriate dynamic models that exist in the literature, studied
the way peer churn affects the system performance and identified which rewiring
protocol performs well under dynamic networks.
The main contributions provided by the evaluation of iCluster under a dynamic
scenario are the following: (i) a novel study concerning a P2P architecture and its
related protocols supporting retrieval functionality in a distributed P2P dynamic
environment and (ii) an analysis of the experimental results when testing iCluster
under a dynamic setting in order to use them as a feedback and identify a rewiring
protocol that performs well under dynamic networks.
Finally, this thesis examines a digital library use case, called iClusterDL, as
an application scenario. iClusterDL is a novel P2P architecture supporting selforganising digital libraries that demonstrates (i) the feasibility of supporting rich
query models without resorting to structured overlays and (ii) the benefits derived
from a looser organisation of system components. iClusterDL was build upon a
two-tier version of the iCluster architecture and designed to support retrieval and
filtering functionality under a single unifying framework. iClusterDL is presented in
[RPTW08].
To the best of our knowledge, iClusterDL is the first approach towards efficient
organisation of digital libraries in semantic overlay networks that supports both
retrieval and filtering functionality. The proposed architecture is automatic (requires no intervention and minimal administration), general (requires no previous
knowledge of the DL contents and works for any type of data model or content),
adaptive (adjusts to changes of DL contents), efficient (offers fast query processing)
and accurate (achieves high recall).

8.3

Open Questions

The topics discussed in this section are not only relevant within the scope of this
thesis, but are also interesting in the context of P2P resource sharing in general.
The discussion will focus on topics relevant to the efficiency and effectiveness of
data sharing, and will not go into security or privacy issues that, although of high
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importance, are independent of the proposed solutions.
In the remainder of this section will discuss open questions in the fields of load
balancing, replication and caching and the applicability of our work to recent computer paradigms.

8.3.1

Load balancing

An open problem related to this thesis is load balancing in a distributed P2P setting.
Load balancing is important for networks where it is difficult to predict the number
of issued requests and is a critical issue for the efficient operation of the P2P network.
Load balancing can be defined as distributing processing and communication activity
evenly across a computer network so that no single device is overwhelmed [PGSM05].
In a P2P network, the load of a peer is determined by the number of issued requests
and is directly related to the stored data items of the peer. The total load of the
P2P network is defined as the sum of the loads of all the peers participating in the
network. Considering a load balanced network, the load of a peer should be around
1/N of the total load when considering a network of N peers1 . A peer is referred
to as overloaded or heavy if it has a significantly higher load compared to the load
it would have in a load balanced network. Respectively, a peer is light if it has
significantly less load than the load it would have in a load balanced network.
As presented in the previous chapters of this thesis, the iCluster approach utilises
a semantic overlay network as the underlying infrastructure. The following questions
related to load balancing in semantic self-organising P2P networks arise and have
to be addressed in the future:
• Rewiring aims at the reconstruction of peer linkage based on peer similarity as
follows: each peer periodically (and independently from the other peers) sends
a message within the network following a specific routing strategy. By this
process peers discover and collect in their routing indices information about
other peers. The rewiring messages traversing the network impose peers with
extra communication load. The goal of load balancing is to distribute the
1

When a peer is considered equal with respect to its processing power and storage capacity.
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rewiring communication activity evenly among peers. This problem could
be seen as solved by relying on a random decision making routing strategy.
However, we should consider the dependence of the rewiring on both the initial
network topology and the population of the peer clusters. The task of designing
a routing strategy that distributes rewiring communication activity evenly
among peers, but without drawing away the initial scope of rewiring (i.e.,
bring in contact similar peers) is not trivial if we consider (i) the challenge
to retain the small-world properties of the network, (ii) the high rates of peer
join and leave (churn) and (iii) the wide variation in peer network and storage
capacity (heterogeneity).
• When a peer issues a query, it forwards it to all its neighbours (i.e., similar
peers) when the query is similar to this peer’s interests. Otherwise, the peer
sends the query to the m most similar (to the query) peers stored in its routing index. The querying messages traversing the network impose peers with
communication and processing load. The goal of load balancing is to distribute
querying communication activity evenly among peers. The querying load of a
peer is determined by the number of received requests and is straightly related
to the interests of the peer and the entries in its routing index. Since the interests of a peer are determined by the data items this peer contributes to the
network, the focus is put on the construction of the routing indices. To achieve
the task of querying load balancing the rewiring strategy should thus, avoid
the appearance of the same few peers in many routing indices. Particularly,
concerning the forwarding of a query to dissimilar peers in the network (i.e.,
when a query is not similar to the interests of the issued peer), the rewiring
strategy should ensure the use of different peers as long-range links in different
routing indices, so that to avoid using the same cluster gateways and by this,
abstain bottlenecks when trying to reach a peer cluster.
• It is expected that some topics of interest will be more popular than others.
Peers being part of popular clusters (i.e., contributing data items belonging
to popular categories) will be thus, heavy-loaded receiving many requests by
interested users. Cluster load balancing aims to distribute the load evenly
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among the clusters of the network. The research presented in [TXKN03] is
a prominent work addressing this issue. There, inter-cluster load balancing
is achieved by associating the document categories with clusters of peers in a
manner that ensures a fair distribution of the document-category popularity to
the clusters of peers. The proposed approach is a fine load balancing solution in
the case where the data categories and the documents popularity are given and
known to the peers. An interesting extension would be to allow the peers decide
their data categories and exchange this information with their neighboring
peers prior to forming clusters, like in iCluster approach. Controlling the
abstraction of grouping (i.e., how general or specialised document clusters will
be) could possibly help towards the direction of cluster load balancing.

8.3.2

Replication and Cashing

An interesting open question for future work involves dealing with replication and
caching. Replication is the process of sharing information so as to ensure consistency
between redundant resources, to improve reliability, fault-tolerance, or accessibility.
It could be data replication if the same data is stored on multiple sources, or computation replication if the same computing task is executed many times. Typically,
the access to a replicated entity is uniform with the access to a single non-replicated
entity. The replication itself should be transparent to an external user. Replication mechanisms can improve resilience and query efficiency in distributed systems.
Specifically in P2P networks, replicated data is stored at multiple peers so that it
can be accessed by the user even when some of the copies are not available due to
peer failures. However, replication entails various costs such as storage for holding
replicas and communication overheads for ensuring replica consistency. Additionally, the overall effectiveness of replication is heavily dependent on the topology of
the overlay network.
In computer science, a cache is a collection of data duplicating original values
stored elsewhere or computed earlier. The idea of using a cache is based on the fact
that the original data may be expensive to fetch (owing to longer access time) or
to compute, compared to the cost of reading the cache. In other words, a cache
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is a temporary storage area where frequently accessed data can be stored for rapid
access. Once the data is stored in the cache, future use can be made by accessing
the cached copy rather than re-fetching or recomputing the original data, so that
the average access time is shorter. In P2P networks, peers storing copies of the data
items they have requested is the standard approach for caching.
Both caching and replication are two popular topics in distributed information
management systems. In Freenet2 , data is replicated at each peer through the path
where the search message traverses. Lv et al. [LRS02] revisit Gnutella-like P2P networks and investigate wether these networks can be more scalable by introducing
some characteristics, such as content replication at a fair fraction of peers. Cohen
and Shenker [CS02] propose and analyse three replication strategies for blind search
(uniform strategy, proportional strategy and square-root strategy) and prove that
the square-root strategy can minimise the search size. In [CRB+ 03], Chawathe et
al. propose a model to include replication mechanisms (among other features) in
Gnutella-like P2P networks. Sripanidkulchai et al. [SMZ03] and Markatos [Mar02]
study the characteristics of search messages and propose some query cache policies
to reduce message cost in Gnutella-like P2P networks. In [TK05], Tewari and Kleinrock investigate the effect of the number of file replicas on search performance in
unstructured P2P networks, and show that flooding-based search is optimised when
the number of replicas is proportional to the file request rates. Recently, Hassan et
al. [HRM+ 08] explore a multi-objective optimisation approach for replica management and propose two novel algorithms for deciding the number of replicas as well
as their placement within the overlay.
In the context of semantic overlay networks, it not obvious either how or what
to cache or replicate. Constraints are imposed by the existence of peer interests
and the clustering of peers. In the setting of this thesis, the most benefits out of
replication and caching emerge from applying them to the content contributed in
the network, or even to a distributed table storing peer statistics (useful in a highly
dynamic setting).

2

http://freenet.sourceforge.net/
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8.3.3

Other Computing Paradigms

An interesting direction for future research covers the use of the presented P2P
approach on other computer paradigms, such as cloud computing and social networking. These computer paradigms are not only interesting within the scope of
this thesis, but are also relevant in the context of the P2P technology in general.
In what follows, we define cloud computing and present the new twist inserted in it
by the use of P2P technology. Next, we discuss the way user preferences defined in
social networking and overlay creation in P2P networks are interconnected.

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing stands for Internet-based development and use of computer technology. It concerns a mode of computing where IT-related capabilities are provided as a service via the web, allowing users and developers to access and utilise
technology-enabled services in the cloud without knowledge of, expertise with, nor
control over the technology infrastructure that supports them. Cloud computing is
a general concept that incorporates software as a service, Web 2.0 and other recent
well-known technology trends, where the common theme is relying on the Internet
for satisfying the computing needs of the users.
Cloud computing can be seen as a sophisticated evolution of the centralised
client-server model: a “server farm” with hundreds or thousands of cheap low-end
machines that acts as a centralised computing resource is employed. The cloud typically resides within a company’s organisation (e.g., Google) and cloud applications
are usually products (e.g., Gmail). By this, companies provide via web the functionality also found within an installed application, but without the need to update
or maintain the software from the end-user side. Although, some of the companies
use geographically distributed data centers, it is not the case for the majority of the
clouds. The use of a single data center leads to single points of failure with serious
downtimes. P2P technology can insert a new twist on cloud computing.
The idea of using the SON-based technology for cloud computing has been widely
discussed recently, while some of the cloud providers incorporate overlay networks in
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their services. Skype3 develops and operates a VoIP computer telephony program
build on top of a hybrid P2P architecture that uses the computers of both endusers and data centers in order to decentralise the network and to help ensure a
high uptime percentage. Once a user logs in to Skype, its computer becomes part
of the network (i.e., its computer is seen as a node so a bit of its bandwidth and
CPU is used to help the rest of the Skype network). Super nodes are also used for
management, messaging, monitoring etc. Super nodes in Skype reside on huge pipes
such as Universities and ISPs. iCluster protocols could be used to provide both an
efficient organisation of user nodes, as well as management and messaging solutions
eliminating in this way, the need of data centers.
Wuala4 is an online storage system that allows its users to store, backup and
access files from anywhere, and to share files with friends, groups and the world.
Wuala, based on a P2P cloud storage solution, uses some of the disk space on the
computers of its users. Files are encrypted on the user’s computer, chopped up into
little pieces and uploaded to both Wuala’s servers and other users’ computers to
provide a redundant storage solution (called social grid storage). Wuala users can
choose to contribute idle resources to the system or buy additional online storage.
Wuala users could be clustered in similar groups according to their preferences or
acquaintances in the spirit of iCluster, and exploit these similarities when storing or
accessing files.
Faroo5 has launched a search engine that lets users search and browse the web via
unstructured peer-to-peer technology. Faroo’s search engine uses distributed crawling, indexing and ranking to provide relevant search terms. Whenever a user opens
a web page in a browser, the page automatically gets inserted into the distributed index of the P2P network, as opposed to storing the search index on a central server.
The index is replicated across multiple nodes in order to create redundancy and
prevent information loss.
Metaaso mermaid6 is a line of products based on P2P technology, is completely
3

https://developer.skype.com/
http://www.wuala.com/
5
http://www.faroo.com/
6
http://mermaid.metaaso.com/
4
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server-less and allows users to broadcast movies, webcam feeds, audio feeds, news
and files over their own overlay network. The Mermaid products are pure P2P
and do not require any major infrastructure to scale to millions of people. The
idea is that the collective power of all the computers connected to the network is
harnessed in order to provide the aforementioned broadcast services. In such an
application domain, techniques from semantic overlay networks could fit well for
providing management and messaging solutions.
In general, introducing SON-based technology in cloud computing can improve
reliability and scalability. Running away from single points of failure and using the
collective power of the users can also prove cost effective, since the end-users’ resources are used and there is no need to build and maintain expensive data centers.
However, building clouds on top of semantic overlay networks is not obvious. Security and privacy issues that have to be tackled arise, as well as issues concerning
the regulation and the management of the network traffic, the distributed indexing
and the searching task. Regarding the iCluster approach presented in this thesis, it
could provide elegant solutions for organising and searching the services distributed
over the peers in the network.

Social networks

A social network is a structure made of individuals or organisations (nodes), which
are tied (connected) by one or more specific types of interdependency, such as friendship, kinship, financial exchange, dislike etc. From a networking point of view, nodes
are the individual actors within the network and ties are the relationships between
the actors. The resulting graph-based structures are often very complex. Research
on social networks is extended on several fields, concerning sociology, biology, economics, information science etc., and has become a popular topic of speculation
and study. There is a fairly extensive list of social networking websites, including
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among other Buzznet7 , Classmates.com8 , Facebook9 , Flickr10 , hi511 , LinkedIn12 and
MySpace13 , where registered users share photos and videos, chat, or exchange personal and professional information with other users standing for friends, relatives,
or colleagues.
In the setting of this thesis, overlay creation in P2P networks and social networking can be nicely interconnected. On the one hand, social networking can insert an
interesting perspective in P2P information sharing systems by enhancing the creation of overlay networks. On the other hand, SON-based technology can insert a
new twist in social networks by moving them towards distributed solutions. In the
following, interesting issues introduced by the interconnection of social and semantic
overlay networks are elaborated:
• Combining file sharing applications with social networks enables people to create a trusted network of their friends. LimeWire14 , a popular P2P file sharing
system, recently tried to incorporate social elements that will enable users to
share files with friends on their buddy lists. LimeWire calls this new type of
network a “personal sharing network”. The idea is that users are more likely
to want and feel comfortable with content from people they know, so trusted
context is added to user searches for content. Tribler15 [PGW+ 08], which
constitutes a set of extensions to BitTorrent16 network, is also a social-based
P2P file sharing paradigm that exploits social phenomena. Tribler maintains
and uses social information in content discovery, content recommendation and
downloading, in an attempt to make users feel comfortable within the network
and to improve download performance.
However, most of the current P2P file sharing systems treat their users as
7

http://www.buzznet.com/
http://www.classmates.com/
9
http://www.facebook.com/
10
http://www.flickr.com/
11
http://hi5.com/
12
http://www.linkedin.com/
13
http://www.myspace.com/
14
http://www.limewire.com/
15
http://tribler.org/trac
16
http://www.bittorrent.com/
8
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anonymous and disregard any social relationships that may exist between
them. Though, social affinities (e.g., friendship) and the existence of communities of users with similar interests may be exploited in such systems to
increase their usability and performance. In the context of iCluster, the overlay creation is based on user preferences. iCluster extracts peer interests by
grouping the documents these peers contribute to the network and explores
these interests to create connections among peers. The social affinities could
insert one more interesting dimension when creating peer linkage that worth
exploring.
• Most of the popular social networking systems are built on top of big centralised warehouses, and users are connected to these systems following a
client-server model. The data (e.g., files, media, urls) provided by the users
are stored somewhere centrally in the system and the communication between
users is conducted through the server of the system. This way users share
their data and communicate having always a central point in between. SONbased technology can insert a twist in social networks: users can keep their
data on their computers and communicate directly without the need of a central server. The idea of moving towards distributed social networking can
improve reliability and scalability, can eliminate serious bottlenecks, point of
failures, or security threats, and can amplify the interpersonal nature of social
networking.
Imeem17 and Krawler18 are two systems that launch P2P-based social networking. Imeem is a hybrid P2P social network that integrates IM, blogging, file
and photo sharing features. Users of Imeem create their own personal private
networks in a way that they can bridge the gap between storing everything on
their computers and not having to completely give up control of the content
they want to share. Each user defines “circles of trust” and allows access to
its content only to certain individuals. Krawler is a tool for creating, sharing,
searching and securely managing communities and content. It uses a hybrid
17
18

http://www.imeem.com/
http://www.krawler.com/
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8.3 : Open Questions

P2P social networking platform that lets users view not just their friends’
profiles, but also their shared content.
The concepts incorporated by the above systems sound interesting, though
these works are rather preliminary. Research towards distributed social networks has still many question to answer and many problems to solve. In the
setting of this thesis, ideas concerning the organisation of peers, the routing
of messages and the searching of data could be used to built a distributed
semantic overlay social network.
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